
Grass shears

y
No. 1000

Lawn mowers
"Super”

Lawn mower

Extra strong and robust model
with wide front support giving

the mower great stability and a

long service*free life.

Plastic
:
wheels, cutting height

can be adjusted to any level re*

qulred by means of wing nuts.

Particularly easy adjustment of

the cutting tools. Cutting cylin-

der mounted on ball bearings.

Diameter of wheels: 230 mm
Cutting width: Order No.

31 jO cm = 12" 12
28,5 cm s= 15“ 13

&& No. 995

Extra fight action, hollow ground rust

protected blades. One stationary blade
offering easy cutting along walls etc.

Hedge shears

MiMimiiii

No. 701 K/32cm - Ord. No. 66
Cutting length 23.5 cm. Basically as
701/32 cm with additional notches in

.top blade, no skidding off twigs and
branches.

No. 710/32 cm - Ord. No. 79
A new light model with extra soft stop due to
unbreakable fibre glass reinforced Polyamide handles.
Interchangeable hard chromium-finish blades,
hollow ground and polished.

Garden sweepers
40 cm wide, very strongly treaded rubber tyres, excel-

lent manoeuvrability by ball joint roll, sweeping height

adjustable. Folding grass catcher made of flat thread-

cloth and coated with plastic material, containing
120 Itrs. of cut grass. The catcher can also be lifted out

of the sweeper for emptying! Brushes are exchangeable.
Diameter of wheels: 240 mm- Order No. 24

Carl Schlemper
P.0. Box 1 1 0930 • D-565 Sollngen 11 • West Qermany
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Bonn intensifies its

Latin American ties

Walter Sclieel, who has been given as

cordial a reception in Mexico as

he was in Costa Rica, regards his role as

the country's foremost representative

abroad differently than his predecessors

were cither able or willing to do.

When Theodor Hcuss, Federal Presi-

dent from 1949 till 1959, travelled

abroad, his journeys constituted a first,

hesitant attempt to integrate the western

port of Germany in the family of

nations.

Heinrich Ltibke, head of State from
1959 till 1969, symbolised the estab-

lishment of tics between a Federal Re-
public that was coming into its own
economically and the newly- independent
colonics of other European powers.

Gustav Heinemann’s travels during
his tenure from 1969 till 1974 brought
this process to a conclusion, as it were.

He chose to visit sensitive neighbouring
countries, such as the Netherlands, with
a view to contributing towards interna-

tional reconciliation in the wake of suc-
cessful Intcrfcw .mu. .*.. 1-1 ---, .

l)r Heinemann’s successor
.
holds

:
the

view that State visits nowadays only

make sense when undertaken not too

frequently, but with a definite objective

in view. This year Walter Seheel is con-

centrating on Latin America.

His aim is to indicate to this part of

the Western world that the Federal Re-

public is keenly interested in its pro-

gress and in intensifying what have, for

the most part, been traditionally good

relations with individual countries.

It was no coincidence that he opted

for Costa Rica and Mexico although, in
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come in for criticism of Bonn's role in

the North-South dialogue.

So the choice fell on Costa Rica, with
which there arc no bilateral problems
whatever, and Mexico, where President

Jos6 Lopez Portillo is clearly aiming to

strike n balance between the industrial-

ised countries and the Third World.

In Costa Rica President Suhecl’s visit

was acclaimed as a major event. Where-
ver lie went he encountered sympathy
and was accorded a heartfelt welcome.

Costa Rican President Daniel Oduber
Quiros courteously requested advice how
his country, with a population of two
million, but keen to learn, might seek to

emulate the Federal Republic.

The consultations between Bonn For-

eign Minister Hans-Dictrich Genschcr
and his Costa Rican opposite number,
Gonznlo Facio, were uncommonly har-

monious in the course they took.

Both sides fully agreed on human
rights and the New International Eco-

"mg"
1' R* -WKiflsm' strati

and his party did not come in contact

with the hardship of the masses in Latin

America because Costa Rica is untypical

of the continent in every respect.

Costa Rica, which is frequently dubb-

ed the Switzerland of Latin America, has

no armed forces, but it can lay claim to

a relatively extensive educational system

and a social security scheme.

Third World problems only confront-

ed Herr Schee! when he set foot in Me-

xico. Ex-President Echevenia was largely

responsible for drafting the developing

countries' catalogue of demands levelled

at the rich northern hemisphere.

Mexico, with a population of 63 mil-

lion, has run up $30,000 million in

debts and owes the industrialised

nations more than any other single

country. •

Its trading balance is in a state of

chronic deficit even though the country

Enthusiastic crowds welcomed this country's President Walter Seheel and his wife
Mildred during his three-day visit to Costa Rica. Seheel, who was also accompanied by
Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrlch Gonschor, is seen hero leaving tho Central Bank’s gold
museum in San Jose. (Photo: dpa)

has substantia] reserves of raw materials,

but newly-located oil reserves should
mean that Mexico will be one of the

"^dd'f.JeVbin.nil rvnnrfarc hofore loop

ever, that an additional 600,000 jobs a

year will need creating unless the coim-

trys four million unemployed are steadi-

ly to increase in number.

Mexico is keenly interested in selling

more goods in Europe, especially in this

country. It is also keenly interested in

investment by the Federal Republic. Me-

xico will certainly not be able to solve

its problems without close cooperation

from the industrialised world.

At the beginning of Walter Scheel's

visit President Lopez Portillo expressed a

desire for more intensive economic and

political cooperation with Bonn that is

shared by Latin AMerica as a whole. .

There can be no mistaking, the fact

that the present intensity of. ties in no

way corresponds to the importance Latin

America attaches to relations with Eu-

rope in general and this country in par-

ticular.

Foreign policy is heading

in the right direction

protocol terms, they were next on the

list. Brazil, for instance, would have been

liable to misinterpretation as an anti-

American gesture in view of the clash

with Washington over Bonn's nuclear

deal with Brasilia.

As long as human rights continue to

.
trodden under foot in Chile there can

be no question of a State visit to Santia-

go, while In Venezuela or, for that mat-

ter, Jamaica, Herr Seheel would have

I
t was high time this country paid

Latin America greater attention, and

President Scheel's State visits to Costa

Rica and Mexico must be viewed as a

gesture of mutual understanding and

support for an entire continent, that is

undergoing fundamental changes, It only

goes to show that Bonn's foreign policy

is heading In the right direction.
,

Walter Scheel’s visit has certainly

come at & time when things ate. on the

move in Latin America. President Carter

at long last proposes to m£ke good the

longstanding US undeitakirig to treat the

Latin Americans as equal partners.
1

Differ though they may in many re-

spects, all. Latin . American countries

„ i

1 • ‘ - v :

regard the conclusion of a new Panama

Cana). treaty .and normalisation of US

ties with Cuba as the touchstones of

Washington’ honest intentions,

These Issues
1

do riot directly affect

Bonn, but 'great store is nonetheless set

by this country arid the in fllienee it may

be able to exert In helping
;

?hany cbUrif

tries to criierge from air' inordinately

one-sided dependence on
;

tlie United

states.
;

•

;

- This i particularly applies to. Mexico,

which is one 1 of President Scheel’s ports

of call.: The, way In which the dispute

between Bonn, Washington and Brazil

oyer this, country’s huclear deal with

Ties at present only amount to much
in the industrial sector, and then only in

respect of private investment.
Yet it is nnm1 inn easv .far pnnn ,i«

apparent at a conference ol Federal Ke-

-pttWi*—amh-issarjors over wliich Herr

Genscher presided at San Jose, <?osta

Rica.

The Latin Americans expect Europe

to help them redress the balance of the

overwhelming US influence in their part

of the world, whereas Bonn would prefer

not to singe Uncle Sam’s beard.

Bonn has chosen to maintain studious

silence abut the Canal Zone and has no

views on the argument voiced in Latin

America that Fidel Castro will only be

able to slip the Kremlin’s bear-hug once

the West has reappraised its relationship

with Cuba.

As yet neither President Seheel nor

Foreign Minister Genscher are in a posi-

tion to outline what might be deemed a

more active policy towards Latin Ameri-

ca.
' Udo BergdoJl

(SUddeuticlie Z sitting, 10 June 1917)

Brasilia was recently settled gives reason

to assume that other countries may alsb

relish the prospect of nuclear coopera-

tion without overstraining Bonn’s ties

with thfe United Stites.- >

1 But i if Mexico -Werfe • to envisage gene-

rating nuclear power with Bonn’s assis-

tance this country i
would need to .

tread

carefullyt Mexico, is not, .by any: stretch

of 4he ;
imagination,,a country to . cherish

hopes
. ,
of nuclear, grandeur, but j

the

:United States . would ..undoubtedly bp

•more than irked,' to b& pipped at the

nuclear post by. a ;;r|vn3 ^
exporter on, its

owp hpcjc door yet again. , , , .

‘

f TWf country would .do, .well to avoid

'bpp’deyelbpmept that
;
might raise the

spectre - of another nuclear, “crisis," but

there is no reason either to exercise em-

barrassed restraint pr. to forgo the com*

imercfal benefits that might ensue.
, .

V Mpnfred Nevbfr

(Dte.Wettt June 1977)
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Berlin question closely linked with

secun e in

B erlin will not be on the agenda of

the preliminary talks in Belgrade in

preparation for the Helsinki follow-up

conference, which is just as it should be.

The Four Powers retain responsibility

for the divided city and must continue

to do so.

The Helsinki accords expressly state

that (he resolutions of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe

in no way . affect Allied rights, and obli-

gations and the treaties, agreements and
arrangements by which they are govern-

ed.

In the addresses by the US, British

and French leaders and by Bonn Chan-

cellor Helmut Schmidt to the Helsinki

conference the West merely expressed

the hope and desire that Berlin might
participate in the benefits that accrued

from the Helsinki Agreement. East blop

leaders did not demur.

It was, however, appreciated that any

practical benefit Berlin might derive

from an improvement in East-West rela-

tions must be based on strict observa-

tion and full application of the 1971

Four-Power Agreement on the divided

city.

The mere fact that Germany and Ber-

lin did not figure prominently on the

Helsinki agenda could in itself be rated

a success, since such issues as might
have given rise to disagreement had al-

ready been dealt with in a succession of—togte ^ween_B6nri.and the East hlna

™s
.

put to
. any

. danger there
might have been of the Helsinki confer-
once assuming the ; proportions of a
major post-war conference on Germany
The lie Of the land in Berlin is no-

netheless closely linked with matters of
European-security. dealt with in Helsinki
and shortly to be reviewed in Belgrade.

Practical improvements' in and in
connection with Berlin have always be*h
a sine qua non fofr a European security
conference as fat al the West in general
and this country In particular1

wert con-
cerned.

.
.

u prerequisite had
been fulfilled with, the siting of the
Four-PoWer Agreement, which thus edn-
stltutes Hie, groundwork of all subse-
quent attempt^ to Improve European se-
curer by mearis of East-West accords.
Were one -of the Four Powers to -re*

nege on or fail fully to respect 'its Four-
Pdwqr Agreement undertakings,, other
-East;-West , agreements .on - European se-
curity that icome under the genera] head-
ing of detente would not only be jeop-
ardised; they would, to all Intents find
purposes, no longer. apply.

. ...
j

.t

Th
l?,

SovIeV ^nion regularly reassures
the West that fears on this scort are
unwarranted. Despite disputes on points
of interpretation the practical improve-
ments for people in the three Western
sectors of the city which the West had
demanded continue to apply.
By the terms of the transit agreement

traffic to and from Berlin is running
smoothly, as are the provisions of the
agreement on family visits and tourist
traffic.

But these practical improvements, the
Soviet Union argues, are closely linked

i

in hinrwlth other sections of the Four- i

Power Agreement which must be ob- i

served if these improvements are to be

maintained.

In principle this line of argument is

similarly beyond reproach. The advan-

tages that have been gained as a result

of the agreement are naturally based on
the assurances given by the three Wes-
tern Powers to the Soviet Union on the

special status of the three Western sec-

tors in view of the Four-Power status of

Berlin as a whole.

The West is fully aware of the deli-

cate balance that is implicit in the terms

of the Four-Power Agreement. Dietrich

Stobbe, the recently-elected may of West
Berlin, noted in his policy statement

. that he had every intention of maintain-

ing a sense of proportion in implement-
ing the terms of the treaty.

The Soviet Union, however, has repea-

tedly warned that this balance of the

Four-Power Agreement is being upset by
the actions of the Federal Republic and
West Berlin.

The balance is invariably felt to have

been upset whenever it is a matter of

either exercising and developing the ties

between West Berlin and the Federal

Republic within the limits laid down in

the Four-Power Agreement or represent-

ing the interests of the three Western
sectors abroad, as the Federal govern-

ment is permitted to do within similarly

specified limits, or, finally, of West Ber-

lin's
1 status as part of the European

Community.
-Mniu ButfWLA- umUU Ik iiaiBfcgTT

tire West, in ‘the alleged interest of
maintaining the balance 6f the agree-
ment, accept the one-sided and restrict-
ed Soviet interpretation of the terms of
the Four-Power Agreement

_ T

Then
’ Qnd then* bnly; does :the Soviet

union propose td consent to “full car-
ticipation by Wat Befrlln in world af-
laws. •; I Ji

Continual protests, objections and po-
basi«% hin counter

to the Soviet , interest in making but the

J“Ltt,ed‘
n Qmti°n"

jJB°i
I

il
See
i
n8

J
'fair ,t0 that the

f

TTie FoUr-Power Agreement in point
?[' n ,T

either ifclarified'
1
nor “settled”

tne Berlin Question; It merely establish-

Development policy is

What Egoh Bihr'iiad-tofs^lirt Molv
cow was, in a nutshell, that deve-

lopment policy is a policy -of piece. Just
as peace is not -the responsibility rof a

Wu"tE
,« tfoup of countries, d*

yelopment aid is the respohsibility of all

pH re*??
6 H

.

elsiilki accords were sign-

Sfl HP.* Vie^int “Passed in the
Third typrid was that the .rich hemis-
phere was. prepaid, to relax East-West
tension whije allowing the North-South
conflict to simmer on.

Tension continues along the Mediter-
ranean periphery of the CSCE couhtries
and on into the Middle East, which only
goes to show that peace in one region
only is wishful thinking. Viewed in this

^Mft^eyei^iUt^pbiicy is a. positive
policy of peace.

J Th(?re- Jre' many junctures* .at whidh

tionaj bbdies and in
;
respect of intern#

ional funds >d, last. But' iot ‘least

«/^C<Se
5
ed

,
d^ls

,

:iiiiv<jfvihg Third
World, Western and, Eait 'bloc fiodritrieS/

These nniilri 'iiriii k.
1

'iJ.tiJi/k' .Ji

?
1 '7 .

Hels!n« d?cordg, rlo^r ties jjifritli-

only hjgher living standard? for all coh-
cemed hutcemed but

PWfe.', '.

. ed & modus, vivendi based on the readi-

ness of the Soviet Union and the West
to agree to differ on the status of the

divided city.

The Four Powers agreed to little more
than to let sleeping dogs lief arid riot -to

get bogged down in arguments over

post-war developments in the legal sta-

tus of Berlin.
J

.

It was thus most significant that the

Soviet Union chose to embark on meas-
ures within its own sphere of influence

which called the basis of this modus vi-

vendi into question.

When the Four Powers concluded the
1971 Agreement they

f(
did so “on the

basis of their joint rights and responsibi-

lities and relevant wartime and post-war

decisions.
1*

The Soviet Union now argues that the

Western Powers are no longer entitled

to refer to these rights and responsibili-

ties now the Four-Power Agreement has
come into force.

What is more, Moscow allowed the
GDR to dispense with a number of spe-
cial arrangements regarding East Berlin

which might be interpreted as evidence

of the residual Four-Power status of the
city as a whole.

The Soviet Union tried to persuade

the West that the GDR was acting on
the basis of a power of attorney that had
long since been vested in it and which
Moscow was neither able nor willing to

withdraw^
-

had no effect on" the* facts ofthematter!
but were mainly intended to remind the
Soviet -Union that it cannot evade re-
sponsibility for the situation in Beriin.

In its latest move, which was aimed at
Allied military patrols in East Berlin,- the
Soviet Union chose to adopt a different
approach.

Moscow consulted the US,- British ;and
trench governments in an Attempt to
persuade them to make no-' further use
of their right to freedom of movement
throughout Berlin, : a freedom: exercised

' The Soviet Union ‘did riot 'go - so fair as

fn»!hat lt had *V'tettof moves
in .mind. It . merely argued that the pa-
trols were based on; ah outmoded legal
practice and were, in other words, obso-
lete.'' i:

••
•; •,. 'i .....

.

The Intention->as tofoduci jL ft
to acknowledge by virtue pfS0w»2
ly taken that there is noW !
foundation for the exercise of littK

Berlin as a whole.

In a Berlin declaration made in ^
don on 9 May in the wake of (be Wb
tem economic summit the. three W&
tem Powers made. it‘ cleaffhat ttisoij

Union need riot expect them to do tn

thing of the kind.

The West emphasised that it wiB^
tinue to refute any attempt to caD

fc

question the rights and responsibifei

..of the jFour Power? wlth
:

.regari to Gs

many' as a whole and to all four

of Berlin.

.• ,So It is now up to the. Soviet li®

to decide whether ot not it is

undertake unilateral action jeopard

the-. Modus vivendi reached jfeg,

three Western Powers on 3 Septra

1971, bearing in- mind thattlifo

Power Agreement forms part olb

groundwork of the Conference on fc

rity and Cooperation in Europe pii

sine qua nop of the Helsinki acconh

. .
- (Der Tageiiplegel, SjpiiK
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jespiie some new names^

thfe old conflicts remain

B onn is to aid Zambia within

i

framework of bilateral financial t

technological cooperation over c

above commitments hitherto under-

ken, Marie Schlei, Minister of Econoe.

Cooperation,, was able to tell Preside.

Kenneth KaUnda on S June.

On her
.
recent tour of Frau SeK

promised the Zambian government s

ve-nty million dcutschmaiks in capit

assistance. The ceiling is now to be i:

•> •*•>* 1

;

u) cigmy Tnnnan
which nineteen million ate Wefit \o t-

ports from thii country.

During talks with President Mir
Gvirinich Castle, near Bonn, it waip

ed to undertake future commitments b

respect of non-refundable techno!^

assistance! for periods', of two yean ratbu

than a mere twelve moriths.'

Oyer the next two years ?id unde

;

th'is Beading .will total six ar)da

million "piarks, plus a further one ^
lion niarks 'in a)d to refugees.'

Ih talks' With Bp^ri Foreign Miniite

Haris-Dietrich 'Gcnscher Zambian Fe

: eign- Minister [Siteke 1 Mwalemade Itch

that his country continues, to ftwa 1

peaceful :s6lt|emdnt? ofj Conflic^.jjh Sou-

hem Africa.

If; however, peacfeflil settleMerits

ve unattainable Zambia' will riOt;be;^

to turn a deaf ear tp |th^/deh^s^
beration movements.’

1 '
:

:

^
,

. (Die Welt, 6 Jv"*,1?

f
11

M f)v.' I: ,*i.i

.

f.. 'i’i.i! mIo ;

Ekkehard Gries

A t party-political conferences and
gatherings in the first week of June

decision's were reached on people and
ideas that ore bound to have repercus-
sions in Bonn.

The course of the conferences, not to
mention the attendant radio and news-
paper Interviews, leaves little doubt
that the parties represented in the Bonn
Bundestag are in a state of flux.

Christian Democrats Kurt Biedenkopf
and Norbert Bilim, both of whom will
not be particularly popular wan un
CSU, the CDlTs Bavarian ally.- haVe- suc-

ceeded in gaining invaluable power

bases.

Kurt Biedenkopf was elected chair-

man of the Christian Demperatic

Union's Wcstphalia-Lippe region. Nor-

berg BIDm was voted chairman of the

CDA, the Christian Democrats
1
work-

ing-class wing.

Tn Hesse, where the Free Democrats

are standing by their coalition with the

Social Democrats in order riot to upset

the SPD-FDP coalition applecart in

Bonn, Klaus-JUrgen Hoffie failed more

narrowly than anticipated in the leader-

ship elections.

the new FDP leader in Hesse is Ek-

kehard Gries, Hesse Minister of the in-

terior and the. candidate backed by

Wolfgang tyischnik, his predecessor. -

Herr Gries is in favour, of maintaining

the coalition with the Social Demqcrats,-

Herr Hoffie would prefer the Free

Democrats to wage election, campaigns
without a firm coalition commitment,

Left-wing regional .leaders . were con-
firmed as Social Democratic party

chairman in Stuttgart and Hanover,
Erhard • Eppler being reflected in

Baderi-Wllrttemberg and Peter von Oert-
zen in Lower Saxony,

In sounding a .warning against the
formation i' of factions Erhard: Eppler
provided critics such as Bundestag depu-
ties Peter Cortericr and Ernst Haar with
an opportunity of pointing out that this

was en offence, of. which he i had been
guilty at national level,

In West Beriini on the other hand,
SPD . right-wingers reckoned to have
consolidated their position by securing

the election of Lotlmr Lttffier as regional

chairman:

The only Social Democratic post that

has recently been put to the vote with-
out being rated controversial in one way
or another was that of chairwoman of
the SPD women's organisation. Elfriede

Hoffmann, 51, was voted successor to
Elfriede Eilcrs by a comfortable majori-
ty. There were a mere forty noes and
she was the only candidate.

But elections have by no means been
alone in bearing witness to party-politi-

cal strife. Franz Josef Strauss, writing in

Bild am Sonntng, wos scathing in his

criticism of CDU proposals to reduce
unemployment They smacked of Social
np

iYic
n
p fopuluis'U’Crc

1

icaV.cu io me ba-

varian leader before CDU general secre-

tary Heiner Geissler had time to explain

them to Herr Strauss. The CDU national

executive will shortly vote on a revised

version of the draft, which has also

come in for criticism by Kurt Bieden-

kopf. Professor Biedenkopf would, of

course, like to ensure that the views of

the party region he now heads are those

of the CDU as a whole.

He did, however, point out in an in-

terview that' he would like to amend

CDU policy on both foreign affairs and

welfare, where again the party as a

whole has come in for criticism from

the Bavarian CSU.
• Kurt Biedenkopf would like- to for-

mulate clear alternatives to the govern-

ment's policies on these issues, but there

can be little doubt that they will be a

bone of contention both within the

CDU and between CDU and CSU for

some time to come.

j .$•

* '^V

Power struggle

in the

lower ranks;

I
nteresting, party-political changes.. are
currently

,
.taking

;

placa on the. lower
rungs, of- the ladder, and they are more
significant titan changes at the top in
Bonn, where Chancellor Schmidt is' un-

B
*:

A

?:
Bonn, where Chancellor Schmidt is un-

todi-ui like|y t0 to,orate a personal challenge.
N- A Social Democrat who is going

i.i
Places In Horst' Ehrrike, -who was per--

. sonally 1 sacked by Helmut Schmidt as
Minister, at the Chancellor’s' Office,' but'

•' rHp: WKn *? .

now Sewhd
1

biyy to He^prt Wfeliner

' Klaus-JUrgen Hoffie >

(Photos: Svton Simon, Deutschor Dundestag, dpn)

The CSU, unlike, say, the CDU 'vievV

personified by Ernst Albrecht and Wal-
ther Leislter Kiep in Hanover, is evi-

dently resolved to, fight the SPD-FDP
coalition in Bonn tooth and nail, utilis-

ing every opportunity of contesting the

constitutionality of government legisla-

tion. This transpired from a recent letter

circularised among CSU MPs in Bonn
by the CSU's parliamentary party leader
Friedrich Ziinmermann.

In an interview with SUddeutscher
Rundfunk Ernst Albrecht, the Premier
of Lower Saxony, continued his policy of
being nice to the Free Democrats, with
whom he is in coalition in Hanover.

Free and Social Democrats no longer
have much in common, he claimed. By
1980 at the latest there will have to be a

change of government in Bonn.
If the Christian Democrats were to

decide at national level that the lime
policy towards the Free Democrats, jhe

. > .r*- c: , f t' , r.,rr
w
r* *;• v»,

as leader of thp
.
parliamentary party,

Herr Wehner is rib longer a young
man and Is having to delegate more ta-

sponsibility,- while Helmut Schmidrs
personal choice- as crown prince, as it

were, Finance Minister Hans Ape!, burnt
his fingers over the proposed increase in
value-added tax.

Horst Ehmkc is a hard worker, and so
is Kurt Biedenkopf, the former general
secretary or the Christian Democrats,
who is beavering away at a new power
base in Westphalia. Both share an in-
stinct for power.

There can be little doubt that Kurt
BiedcnkopPs ambition is to help ensure
a lasting CDU majority in North Rliiite-

Westphalia and to boost his own pros-
pects of heading either the state go-
vernment in DUssddorf or the Federal
government in Bonn in the eighties.

Professor Biedenkopf is busy working
his way up from the grass roots, and it

looks as though any politician with seri-

ous intentions of working his way up lo
Mh\ ton, will I,-,*-* tu., i ,.i

In Munich it should not be long be-

CDU in Lower Saxony would not-fce l

—

.tanaf giranq^ takes over as

bound by the decision for the .time Bavarian Premier. He has Jong been cus-

being at least, he said.

In Lower Saxony the Christian Demo-

crats intended to govern in coalition

with the Free Democrats for the dura-

tion of the present state assembly at the

very
(

least - and even longer as far as he

was concerned. . .

Strategic debates within ,the CDU and

CSU, the Bonn Opposition parties, pro-

vided the Social Democrats with a wel-

come opportunity of going on to the

offensive in view of the SPD’S own dis-

array.
.

Haris-JOrgen WischnewskI, Minister

of State at the Chancellor’s Office,

claimed at an SPD congress in Swabia

that the Opposition had three options.

Either they coiirted the Free Demo-

crats with a view to driving a wedge be-

tween the fDP and the SPD, which, he

said, was tH% policy favoured by Sftajqw

ChancellorHelmut.Kohl.

Or they drafted a programme: of alter-

natives

-Peter Von Oertzen v * < Erhlrtf EpfRer Kiohtfoued V'

satisfied with the arrogant behaviour of

party and government officials who have

spent too long In power.

Herr Strauss has been talking in terms

of the administration coming closer to

the people and he is not the mau to beat

about die bush when it conies to

expressing dislike of exaggerated ex-

periments in technocracy. ..

He will be a tough taskmaster in Mu-
nich, but no longer ever-present in

Bonn. Who, one wonders, is in the run-

ning to represent Bavaria in Bonn as

more than :
a mere cipher for Herr

Strauss7

In Hesse ex-Premier .Albert Osswald

is slowly but surely being edged out of

party office, and Rudi; Arndt, the .outgo-

ing mayor of Frankfurt,, .will never be

the same.again either, .
•

1
QberbUrgermeister-elect Walter Wall-

mann, a .Christian Democrat, is tlve new

man ini FiaitkfUrt,' and , Alfred Dregger,

leader of: the Hesse CDU, is preparing

to take ; oven the state administration in

Wiesbaden. *. h f ;

i The Christian, Democrats have yet to

gain power in : either Hesse, of North

Rhine-Westphalta, of ;coprae»- so the

prospect of ; Franz ; Josef, Strauss, Alfred

Dregger and Kurt iBiedenkopf as i
state

Premiers] would take some getting-,used

to.. .

;:,;Uss ft heard ioMbe Free Democrats,

junior partners
1

, of
’ the Social

,

Democrats

.id! Bonn- Widnelsewhere. The VFDP. ls

engaged; in nh- ogoiitlsing,reappraisal, and

it is already- evident -that the FDP .could

not :conduct another .
general election

campaign at the,moment on the basis, of

a coalition with; the Social DemooratS:

f : .The *SRD :

:

U- looking ,tqo tag^ad-ilPros-

peets look poor.': ^ Robert Sphindlxer
1

-|i;i.! 1 (Funkfurter Prew«k 3 -AinlF i *77)

v
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On 7 May 1947, Bavaria's Prime Minister

Hens Ehard (CSU) invited the Prime
Ministers of ell Lander (administrative

regions which, before the Federal Re-

public of Germany was founded, roughly

corresponded to the British counties) in

the four occupation zones to take part in

a conference In Munich. The conference,

held on 6 and 7 June 1947, was to

deliberate on ways and moans of "pre-

venting the German people from sliding

into o hopeless economic and politiciai

chaos." Ehard Justified this initiative,

arguing that tha Bavarian government
intended to "pave the way for a coope-

ration of all Lander of Germany for the

purpose of achieving a future economic

and political union." The main objectives

of the conference were thus to provide

an all-German initiative on a federalists

basis and to mitigate the economic and

political misery In occupied Germany.

T he initiative of Bavaria’s govern-

ment occurred in a post-war phase

in which common objectives on the part

of the Allied occupation powers were

more and more supplanted by contro-

versies concerning their policy towards

Germany.

As the global political and ideological

conflicts of the “Anti- Hitler Coalition”

intensified, occupied Germany was

drawn into these conflicts more and

more.
The decisive change of course was ush-

ered in by the new US Secretary of

State George C. Marshall who was sworn

in on 21 January 1947 after his prede-

cessor, Janies F. Byrnes, had failed in

his efforts to continue on the course

charted by the late President Franklin D.

Roosevelt and cooperate- or at least come

to terms with the Soviet Union.

Marshalls’ concept was based on a glo-

bal confrontation strategy concerning

the Soviet Union aimed at preventing

tablishcd planning staff at the American
State Department.

The abortive Foreign Minister’s Con-
ference of the four ocupation powers in
Moscow, which took place from iO

to 24 April 1947, showed that the
differences between the United States
and Britain on the one hand and the
Soviet Union on the other concerning
the German question were irreconcilable.

At that time Fiance had not yet taken
a definite stand for either party and
tned to mediate between East and West.
Two days after the Moscow confer-

ence began, Harry S. Truman isued a
statement committing his country poli-
tically and militarily in the eastern Me-
diterranean (Greece and Turkey).

With his 5 June 1947 speech at Har-
vard University, Secretary of State Mar-
shall ushered in his European Recon-
struction Programme in which West
Germany was to play a key role.

This new course in US foreign policy,
encompassing the Truman Doctrine and
the Marshall Plan, led to decisions
aimed at a political and economic re-
structuring of Germany and, finally, to
its division into two parts.
A first step in this development wag

tho merger of the American and British
occupation zones to form the so-called
bizone which took place on 1 January
1947.

US Military Governor General Lucius
D. Clay, a personal friend of former Sec-
retary of Slate Bymcs and advocate of a
reconciliation with the Soviet Union, In-
itially welcomed- the Bavarian govern-
ment s initiative, hoping that an all-

German Prime Ministers Conference
could defuse the Struggle for Germany?
within the East-West conflict and that it

would strengthen. the German Under.
. But the more General Clay saw him-

HISTORY

The conference that marked
the parting of the ways

self confronted with the necessity of

pursuing Secretary of State Marshall’s

hard line policy of strength vis-a-vis the

Soviet Union, the more he lost interest

in Ehard’s project - though not actually

putting a stop to it.

Britain, on the other hand, had from

the very beginning disliked Bavaria's in-

itiative, although not opposing it ou-

tright once General Ciay had accepted

it.

The reasons which induced the Soviet

and French occupation powers to permit

the Prime Ministers of the Under in

their zones to take part in the Munich

conference are still unclear.

But both powers gave their permis-

sion conditionally: The Soviet Union

made its permission contingent on the

political unity of Germany being a topic

of discussion. This was in dear contrast

to the "special objectives” of the bizone.

The French, on the other hand, insist-

ed that only pressing economic ques-

tions be discussed.

Should the political and national

reconstruction of Germany as a state be-

come a subject of discussion, France re-

served the right to revoke its approval of

the conference — an approval it was last

to grant, having waited to do so until

30 May 1947.

Although the German public welcom-

ed E hard’s invitation, there was never-

theless a great deal of criticism as well.

The points that gave rise to disoute can
hip pumiLjj puma miglWr

Ehard s initiative could jeopardise their
claim to representation of the German
people oil a national scale and that this
initiative could result in the Under
Prime Ministers being entrusted with
the all-German mandate.

Such fears were particularly prominent
among representatives of the SPD, FDP
and the SED (the latter being now the
GDR’s ruling Communist Party).

• Other critics viewed Ehard’s ini-
tiative as an attempt to prevent centrali-
sation in the bizone and to preserve the
rights^ of the Under. They also saw in it

Bavaria’s wish to demonstrate “loyalty to
the Reich”.

Prime Minister Ehard had secretly al-
ready commissioned the draft of a
Treaty for the Formation of a Confede-

ration of German Under. This wa9 to

be organised in the form of a league of

states and was intended to enable Bava-

ria to play the role of a primus inter

pares.

• The SPD under the chairmanship

of Kurt Schumacher steadfastly rejected

any discussion of all-German questions

with SED prepresentatives before the

SPD in the Soviet occupied zone (where

it had been forced into a union with the

Communist Party of Germany to fonn

the SED against the will of the majority

of its members) had once more been

admitted as a free party.

Under no circumstances was the SPD
willing to contribute towards improving

the SED's image by political concessions

or by all-German talks with that party.

• The CDU/CSU only partly iden-

tified itself with Ehard’s conference idea.

While, apart from the CSU, it was pri-

marily the CDU in Berlin and the Sovi-

et occupied zone (its chairman Jakob

Kaiser favoured a “national representa-

tion” of all German parties) which had a

positive attitude towards the plan, the

CDU in the British zone under its

chairman, Konrad Adenauer, was scepti-

cal and adopted an attitude of aloofness

rather than encouragement.

Due to the international political con-

stellation and its effect on the four

powers’ policy vis-a-vis Germany and
due to the fundamental differences

leaders
ftj
jdfrii^

under an unlucky star.

The meeting was doomed to failure
unless the German delegates from the
East and the West settled their differ-
ences by reaching a compromise.

Bound by instructions, the Under
representatives of the Soviet zone (Wil-
helm Hficker/Mecklenburg, Kurt Fis-
cher/Saxony, Erhard Hflbener/Saxoriy-
Annalt, Rudolf Paul/Thuringia and Karl
Steinhoff/Brandenburg) demanded as a
fundamental precondition for negotia-
tions that the already drawn up agenda
be changed and that the following be
introduced as item one:

"The formation of a central German
administration through agreement on
the part of the democratic German par-
ties and the trade unions and that a
united German state be created,”

Westphalia). Erhard SL ?*2LAm^n,wn (Northrtiln*

Ftaher (Saxony), and Wllhahn Kalaan (Braman)
Wl"”lm

Virtually all SPD Prime Mini#*

(above all Max Braucr/Hamburg,
n&

mann LUdemann/Schleswig-HoIstein $
Christian Stock/Hesse) rejected thisitj

due to the specific experience con#*

ing the unification by force of tj,

party with the Communist pity J

Germany in the Soviet occupied zom.

Mediation attempts by Batfc

Wflrttemberg’s Prime Minister Rein^

Maier (FDP/DVP) and the Bre®

Mayor Wilhelm Kaisen (SPD) failed -

not least because the represented

from the French zone (Leo Wohleb/fe

den, CDU, Wilhelm Boden/Rhintlui

Palatinate, CDU, and Qii

Schmid/WUrttemberg-Holienzollttn

SPD) objected on the strength of

vations by their occupation power.

Since Ehard refused to accede to 6

wishes of the delegates from the 62 *

zone, the latter left the decisive pifo

nary talks of the Prime Ministers iat:

night from 5 to 6 June 1947. Ufa

and Fischer packed their bags and Id

Thus the all-German conference n

abortive even before its official bqj

ning on 6 June 1947.

Ferdinand Friedensburg (CDU), F:

Mayor of Berlin, whose official repma

tative was Mayoress Louise Seine!

(SPD), attempted, supported by Kafc

to arrive at a compromise with the fr

Prime Ministers still present in Muni

namely Paul, HQboner and Steink*

But the mediation attempts failed.

Ehard obviously wanted to avoid i

risk of concessions towards the $1

which would- have meant that SP.

Prime Ministers would leave the conk

cnce and thus cause it to fail even as

mere “rump” of a conference.

This conference, in which only tf

Under representatives of the Weslr

zones and Berlin took part, dealt ui ;

..j i ilium
* u

afft lli

agenda and under the ctahounstap a

Ehard on 6 and 7 June 1941.

All issues concerned the mossp*

tarn problems of the day such ash-

man prisoners of war, the food shot?

and its consequences, national kft

I lie economic malaise, refugee problec.*

and, finally, the drafting of occupfo

statutes.

Following a proposal by Max Braa

Hamburg (who had emigrated to Ameri-

ca and returned), the conference pad

an appeal to all Germans who had to

driven from their country by Natiod

Socialism to return home.
The Munich ' Prime Ministers Conk

once remained for more than t«fl:

years the first and only pll-Cerman fc

logue of importance between EasI &

West after World War II.
.

1 '

The next talks across
1

the border lb

separates the two Gcrmanies did w

take place until 1970 when Chancel?

Willy Brandt met Willi Stoph, the ho

of the GDR government.
The failure of the “all-German eri*

prise” reflects the estrangement of 0
mans in East and West only two J*

after the capitulation — an estrange^

which, although not exclusively! *

frequently affected by the tug-of-war

»

tween the former allies, which had*

then' spread to Germany.
The months and years, to come *

the continuation of the Second WJ
War in the form of the cold

tween the victorious powers. And *

more implacable this war beecanif£
more did Germans in East and Wel-
come estranged. .

>"’

The founding of the Federal
of Germany and the GDR ’ was
other tilings a result of this long ptij

of
:
estrangement, which

:

. Is «j#j:
linked with the division of .GernWh^T

' HansGeorg

t- (Das Par]eiqe/it;;4 J“n8 . .

t
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EMPLOYMENT

Powerful upswing is key
to full employment

G iven a 5 per cent annual growth,
full employment couid be achieved

by 1980. With a mini growth of 3 per
cent, on the other hand, unemployment
would reach the two million mark by
that time. And should the growth rate

be somewhere between the two figures

it would take until 1990 before full em-
ployment could gc achieved.

These are the conclusions of model
calculations carried out by the institut
dcr Dcutschen Wirtschaft (IW) - Insti-

tute of the German Economy — concer-
ning the development on the labour
market until the year 2000.

The IW researchers presuppose a drop
In the population in this country of six
million by the year 2000. In this in-
stance die drop In residents would con-
cern exclusively German citizens while
the number of foreigners in this country
would rise slightly.

The baby boom of the sixties will in-
crease the working population by 1.2

million to a total of 27.S million by
1987. In the years to follow, however,
the number of working people would
again diminish by two million.

This means that the phase of
underemployment would extend over a
p.-rio) ui Mel wet’ll ten unu mitcu jn*

and would then develop "Into" a phase of

full and indeed overemployment.

The focal problem concerning the la-

bour market would therefore centre

around the years 1980 to 19S5. With

this in mind, IW warns against any

shortening of working times since this

might aggravate the problem of over-

employment (in other words, labour

shortage) in the 1990s.

The researchers stress that their calcu-

lations should not be understood as a

forecast, but as a “reality-oriented model

calculation”. Four alternatives present

themselves as a result of these calcula-

tions:

Although there
.
was a drop in un-

employment in May, there is no rea-

son to be jubilant since May has always

been marked by a high rate of employ-

ment.

It is, however, gratifying that the

number of young jobless diminished, al-

though there is little likelihood that

general unemployment will improve

markedly in the course of this year; •

The economic upswing is showing

signs of slowing down. But, with all due

scepticism, wc must not overlook the

fact that we still have a' growth which

can only be termed quite satisfactory by

previous yardsticks. And no-one fears

that the present upswing could suffer a

severe setback.

But such a satisfactory outlook con-

cerning the economy docs not wipe out

unemployment.

This malaise is now to be countered

by several proposals put forward by the

CDU and the state of Lower Saxony.

Apart frpm other measures, the CDU
would like tp reduce the flexible retire-

ment age for men to 60 - although

only temporarily. ...

1. Given a “maxi-cycle”, the economy
would grow at an annual rate of 5 per
cent until 1980, and from then on
growth would diminish to 4 per cent
during the next decade.

This would bring about a sustained

reduction of unemployment from about
one million in 1976 to 600,000 in 1980,
and by 1990 unemployment would be
down to a fluctuating 300,000. From
then on labour would be in short sup-
ply, and by 1995 there will be 1.2 mil-
lion jobs going begging.

2. Given a “midi-cycle” with an ave-
rage- annua! growth of 4 per cent in real

terms until 1990 the Federal Republic of
Germany would have to contend with
millions of jobless until the late eighties,
and full employment would not be reali-

sable until 1991.

3. Assuming a “mini-cycle” with a 3
per cent growth until 1980 and 2 per
cent in the decade to follow, unem-
ployment would rise to 1.8 million by
1980 and reach 3 million by 1990. And

T here are in[ana I differences of
opinion within the CDU/CSU

camp concerning employment policies.

CSU’s Franz Josef Strauss and CDU’s
Kurt Biedenkopf criticised plans dis-

cussed - although not yet passed -

VDSRF
one parent, the gradual extension of the

vocational training year and off-the-job

training facilities and the temporary

lowering of the flexible retirement age

to 60.

Strauss charges the CDU with having

borrowed part of its programme from

the Social Democrats. But should this be

a reason to reject it out of hand?

Strauss' other objection, however, name-

ly that the plan is financially unsound,

must be taken more seriously.

It is quite obvious that it would mean
no more than shifting costs if, instead

of spending the money for unemploy-

CDU proposals

to cut number of

jobless

It is possible that such a measure
would provide a number of young un-

employed with jobs. But the. price could

well be higher than, the proponents bar-

gained for. . . .

The lower retirement age could very

easily be institutionalised and become
permanent. And once the new retire-

ment u$c could no longer be justified as

a labour policy measure it could veiy

Well be presented as a social achieve-

ment
This would mean that the Pension

Funds <would find it even harder to

wriggle their way out of the red. •

.

Labour market policies should there-

fore not play around with the social se-

curity system which is overtaxed anyway.

The same applies to the proposed “child

even on the threshold to the year 2000
we would still be short 1.6 million jobs.

The very foundations of our economic
structure would be shaken

j says the stu-

dy.

4.

With zero growth the situation

would be even more grim. The next de-
cade would sea 5 million people on the
dole, reaching 7 million In the nineties,

while a mere 20 million would be em-
ployed.

The Institute would like its calcula-

tions to serve as a warning that full em-
ployment will be contingent on dynamic
growth in the years to come.
IW concedes, however, that there are

many Imponderable factors involved.

While in November 1976, when the
study was conpleted, the pundits still as-

sumed that a maxi-cycle was likely in
the future, they now opt for a midi-cycle
as the more realistic possibility.

The labour market problems of the
next decodes, sny the IW researchers,

can only be solved by an aggressive
growth strategy.

They advise that short-tenn and hasty
actions be avoided and point to the high
responsibilites that will rest with the
parties in collective bargaining.

The study points out that “pessimism
over growth prospects for the years to
come is out of place from today’s van-
,age P°int” Mr Cimts

(Die Well, 7 June 1977)

Is retirement

at 60
a solution?

be spent to extend compulsory educa-

tion or to “buy” jobs from mothers'Ujn

means of the “baby bonus”, or by luring

workers into retirement at the age of 60.

Even so, the last point should be exam-

ined more thoroughly.

Latest statistics show that the number

of long-term unemployed is rising.

Would it therefore not be more tolerable

to send the older people to pasture, thus

providing jobs for the young?

This proposal should be discussed on

a non-partisan basis and be subjected to

a thorough feasibility study.

Kurt Gehnnann

(Naue Ruhr Zeitung, 6 June 1977)

rearing money” for mothers with small

cljidren.

Quite apart from the fact that the ef-

fect of such measures on unemployment
is doubtful, it must not be overlooked

that the weakness of the labour market

cannot be eliminated by statistically ' re-

ducing the number of unemployed. 1
’

Many businesses find it impossible to

get the staff they need, while 'workers

looking for jobs are turned down be-

cause they arc unsuited for the position

offered.
‘

Bearing all this
1 in mind, the 'CDU

proposal! concerning tax relief ! that

woUlil stimulate investment seem 1 more

realistic.’
.

!- 1
' '

1

Concerning tile CDU’s proposal of an

additional government investment- pro-

gramme to the tune of DM3,000' million

per annum, the main question Is whet-

her such funds would be inveited 'gain*

fully.'- . '
' ,|

Such measures are no guarimtefc that

the money spent will be a lasting con-

tribution towards growth rather than 'a

flash in the pan.
1,1

. :

•

(Frankfurter AUgemelne Zeitung

fUr Deutschland, 4 June 1977)

Pensions tax

no longer a

taboo topic

T he explosive question: “Will pen-
sioners one day have to pay taxes?

”
was raised for the first time during
Bundesrat deliberations at the beginning
of June about legislation to revamp our
Pension and Health Insurance Funds.
The so-called profit-yielding part of

pensions is already taxable, But this part
is in most instances so low that no taxes
are imposed for income resulting from
pensions alone. Any actual pension taxa-
tion has to dale been considered taboo.

But Hans Koschnirk, Mayor of Bre-
men and deputy federal chairman of the
SPD, overcame this taboo at the Bun-
desrat session, calling on the parties to
openly discuss a possible taxing of pen-
sions and a contribution by pensioners
to the Health Insurance Fund,
According to him, this Is not an

imminent problem for 1977, but to all

intents and purposes lie conceded that the
present pension reform legislation could
only temporarily fill a few gaps in the
financing of pensions and that more
stringent measures ore unavoidable.

This frankness on the part of the de-
puty SPD chairman must be welcomed.
But then, his parly has a great deal to
make up for where clarity and truthful-

ness vis-a-vis the public in the pensions
issue is concerned.

Where the deputy CDU chairman.
Schleswig-Holstein Prime Minister Stol-
lenherg, is concerned. Herr Kusehimk’s

never made any bones about the fact

"that -pensions—jftirrwirpi nil the

prevailing gross wages would only be

possible if pensioners were — to a

limited extent - to pay taxes and health

insurance contributions.

Although it is premature to draw the

conclusion from this basic consensus be-

tween the deputy chairman of CDU and

SPD that there is a majority in the

offing for taxes oil pensions, it is never-

theless evident that the ideas of these

two major parties are roughly on the

same wavelength.

There can be no doubt that this is

due to the underlying realisation that

the present contributions by the working

population have readied the limits of

tolerance.

As sad as it might be that pensioners

will one day have to pay taxes on a part

of their income, it is nevertheless neces-

sary to, draw attention to such a possibil-

ity, which could well become inevitable.

But we must not lose sight of the fact

that the pensioners* standard of living

must not be excessively curtailed by

such fixation- •
•

• \ \ - :i
-

:
}•

According to Herr Koschnlck, major

reforms of the Pension Fund system;

which would entail taxation of pensions,

would have to be implemented by 1984

at thd very latest. : 1 ;

This is due to the fact that as of that

year the Federal Constitutional Court’s

ruling whereby widows* pensions must

equal those of men will dome into foxed;

This :would require a ; complete 1 re-

structuring of the - pensions system on a

narrower basis because the number of

contribution payers in relation to: pen-

sioners will diminish. - ;

It would be right and meaningful If

politicians: were to start pondering- the

problems of the future now. :

1
i

: Werner'Neumann
•
'

(LUbecker Nachrlchten, S'Jufto 1977)
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TRADE

Bonn hearing on Third World c

T he two-day public hearings at the

end of May ort development prob-

lems Involving the relevant Bundestag

Committee, researchers, labour and

management,- the Churches and business

associations, with special emphasis on

the commodity policy demands Of the

Third World, are likely to have confused

rather than enlightened our MPs.

: Those MPs who- might have hoped to

be enlightened on the question whether

Third World demands taised at Uhctad

IV and involving an Integrated Raw Ma-

terial s Programme for 17 commodities,

with the necessary Common Fund,

would be beneficial to the developing

nations or whether they would jeopard-

ise our liberal world trade system, were

clearly disappointed.

There were virtually no reliable sta-

tistical or analytical ddta that could have

served as a basis of discussion. And

wherever such data were, presented the

other side doubted their reliability.

Thus for instance most opponents of

Third World and Unctad demands -

above all representatives of industry im-

porting raw materials, business associa-

tions and those engaged In foreign trade

- accepted the analysis put forward by

the Bonn Ministry of Economic Affairs

(an analysis which Chancellor Helmut

Schmidt used to convihee his partners at

the Puerto Rico Economic Summit)

without much criticism.

mjmrn tommUiMjm
veloping nations, but industrialised

countries rich in raw materials - among
them the Soviet Union,
The HWWA Institute for Economic

Research in Hamburg' must be credited
with haying pointed opt thdt the [picture
changes entirely

1

whjCri trade surpluses
and deficits iii a raw fnatertals exporting
country are' related to other economic
aspects such as the (JhlP.

In doing so. It becomes obvious that
most developing nations would conside-
rably benefit from a stabilisation or in-
crease of.commodity p

!

rfces.
' ' •'

HWWA also p'ointed out that go-
vernment development aid is Insignifi-
cant compared with the importance

^

'.of
!',.i

-
•

! "; 1

-‘-y •

• 1 /

.
_

• •••' « i I

5 per cent growth! .

rate feasible^ i-

says Bundesbank
’

•

! MVil •

r l’“e upswing in the Federal RepublicA of Germany, probably, has gathered
momentum in the past few weeks, ac-
cording to the new president of

. the
Bundesbank, Otmar Emminger.

After the recent session of the Central
Bank Council in Trier* at which, as ex-
pected, no credit policy decisions were
reached, Herr Emminger said that over-
all economic growth in ; real terms
during the first quarter (converted to
annual rate) amounted to about 4 per
cent, compared with 6 per cent in the
last quarter of 1976.

Hen Emminger, who took over the
helm of the Bundesbank, together with
Vice-President Karl Otto POhl on 1

June, considers an overall growth for

s remains nice
yields from raw materials sales by the

Third World, 80 per cent of whose po-

pulation is employed in the raw materi-

als sector.

Moreover, HWWA pointed out that

the alternative presented jby the industri-

alised nations, namely' a balance-of-pay-

ments-oriented export yield stabilisation,

would become the more expensive the

less the parties
,
.involved: succeed in

smoothing out extreme price fluctua-

tions on the commodities markets by

means of agreements. ..

But the confusion went even furthef.

There are for instance no reliable esti-

mates concerning the cost of the envi-

saged integrated programme and the

Federal Republic of Germany’s share In

it.
'

;

This will largely
.
depend on .

the

models chosen. Similar uncertainties

exist concerning staff requirements.

Opponents of an integrated prgramme

fear that this would require an enormous

bureaucracy similar to the EEC Com-

mission in Brussels which now adminis-

ters our agricultural market.

T he Trade ,Pp!icy Committee of the

Organisation for Economic Coope-

ration and Development (OECD) laid

the foundation foi another year of truce

in trade during its end, of May meeting.

orM/ri/*
ters session on 23 and 24 June.

.
With their renewed avowal of free

trade the, industrialised nations reiterated
the decisions of the Lopdqn Summit
which decided to “reject protectionisrp.'*

. J*
ut ar0 our heqds of, government not

behaving Uke a , child who wliistles iy
the dark because he is. afrpid? ..

.

(

Hardly a week passes . without • new
measures being* implemented whioh 'are

inconsistent with' free i world trade,

among them import ’deposits,, agree?
menta on the self-curtailment of exports,

minimum price arrangements, etc.

According to trade experts of the.EEC
Commission in Brussels, the changes

:
I u

•

'

'''Mi
1

f

• •
-l! I, ,! I.:?-.

.

: 1 1 .;*#! j 'i>., . i»i* i.v ' "i*.

1977 of betwe^q
; 4.5 .

and; 5.,per cent still

feasible. He pointed out that the release

o£,DM4#QQ milUoq ip additional liquid
funds fQf,b$nks*fl pf tJunp.^dA^
the ,il8 May

j
session) was.intendeVito

help realise this goal.. .

During, the latest session which, gs

every year,: took place outside Frankfurt
- which is the seat of the Bundesbank-
Otmar Emminger expressed himself sat-

isfied with the. consultative visit of IMF
representatives to- Bonn and Frankfurt
recently. They expressly welcomed the
Bundesbank policy of supplying money
in accordance with its money supply
target of; plus 8 per cent for 1977.

According to Bundesbank board
member Helmut iSchlesinger, the initial-

ly anticipated unemployment figure of
850,000 - a government estimate -.can
no longer be achieved although unem-
ployment is likely to be below the one
million mark as an annual average. 1

. i

* ’ dpa
(Hihdovenohe Allgbmeine, 3 June 1 977)

A UN representative, on the other

hand, maintains that experience with

commodity agreements 1 already in exis-

tence proves that they can be adminis-

tered by a few experts*

‘ The practicability of raw materials

agreements and experience with existing

agreements are interpreted in different

ways.

1 Opponents point to the fact that tin,

cocoa, coffee and wheat agreements

never functioned when it was most im-

portant that they do so; Which bears out

their worthlessness.

Proponents, oh the other hand, feel

that
1

this should only induce us to devise

better agreements in future.

There was a certain consensus among

the participants in the hearing that rato

materials agreements — should they be

really ihdispensible — must at least in-

clude the most Important importers, and

exporters and that they must be devised

in such a way as to smooth out price

fluctuations rather than create long-term

market trends, because they would other-

wise be doomed to failure^

There was pp'consensus oh the 'qu*

tion whether stabilised or increase

commodity prjees would facilitate &
.; urgently [

needed divprdflcatipn ji ^
' production of developing natiins a

whether they would hamper it

The
.
parties, most concerned in this

'issue; namely "the developing natioiu

themselves, were not represented at lb

Bonn hearing.

But they had a few supporters in

representatives of the. Churches, Uncial

and among researchers, although ihq

find it much easier to advocate cain}-

ly-controlled world market solution

than does business with its vested lob

est in ' market mechanisms.

• At- best; the Bonri hearing bmtft

about an increased awareness o( t\>

probibmk of the developing nation*
t

It riiight also have led to the rek

tion — a realisation which exists in ih

Federal Government anyway -

1

compromise ' solutions in the M
South Dialogue are an absolute nmc-

ty.
’

This was evidenced at the Loiuk-:

Summit which approved of indiviihi

raw materials linked with a Fund Uj

would serve as a clearing house.

And, as a supplementary measure, fc

stabilisation of the Third World’s expc'

yields. This is already a political fain

compli in the Western world and ranr'

be ^hanged by the Bonn hearing

Eberhard Wisdorfi

(Handclsblati, 27 May 1»V

Protectionism spreads despite

that have occurred latterly are evidenced
by a flood of complaints from individual
branches of business maintaining that
their existence

;
is iu jeopardy ps a result of

imports.
;

;
,

:Although intent on imparting new
impulses to - world-wide trade within
GATT, the heads of government are
Well aware of these developments.

'

This is borne out by several passages
of the London declaration, and US Sfec-
retaty of the Treasury! W. Michael Blu-
m.enthal recently said of an "Interview
that the London, conpejjt was aimed at.
preventing /wajibr unilateral measures.'

T J

In other words, small infringements
are p£ Jpnger pilloried

f
Acqoifliftfe tbHhe

pessimists ^u\ trade policy
ipakers, such a development must inevl-

t^bly leqd tqc;|re^ptionispi.
& {

•• *
, t *

j

Free world trade is gradually being
eroded since .mqrehanfl mbre countries
react by pnSWbtloWft *ifj&|ures in one
form or another.

"Others ' seb in' such scattered 'in-
fringements : in individual ''sectors' the
price we have' to

1

'pay for ' keeping the
basic structure of international trade in-
tact. The main dam has held against 1 thd
onslaught; but outer dams haVe erticked

in places.
• '

• v
'

'» f ?• • r :

Infpqgements pf
;
the past Vpw years

are ,due to the fact tha ffo, effects, of
the oil shock have riot yet heen over-
come, and above all there is no end to
unemployment in sight,

, : , .

As a result; even
, in the European

Community a 1 motion for measures- to
restrict imports would stand an excellent
chance of being -passed if . the reason
given for, such a motion were to be, the
securing of jobs. ;

Agreemenfs in which nations w//

undertake to cut down on theirm »

ports, os propagated by the Japanese s

few years ago, have s6 far been rejfftd

by the EEC:
;

•

'
•

NOw, ’ however, such agreements w

viewed in & different light, notwtto-

ding many speeches ‘ maintaining IW

tHe
,:

T)iird Wolrid could best be helped

by Open' mdrket^ for its products,

'i
.

,But when, ,it
.

Comes, to ithe .crunch

-

as now with the extension of trie Woiu

Textile Agreement - the EEC Is W1

restrictive In its attitude.

There is no halting the changes
j

worjd,,trade, resulting from; shift* 1° r
rates -of exchange* the.grewjn8.Wt®
lisaUon. of, some developing- nations, uj

increasing; strength of. Japan

advance of US companies. •

.-iBut^more and more voices in Bunj

prompted/: .by ,
.

.the, ihigh unemploy®®

rate, demand rg slowing, dovyp ^
process, Bomo/branches of industry,

as textiles an.dj olothing, steel, ,shipb#

ing.
, an,d rpller,, bearjng mjm^flcllu

S
must; be protected

,r'jf o$y tempw
^;|n primer to. prevent social hardship*-

r But there is the .danger tliat such^

tective measures, might not only beefig

permanent; they cpuld also he expand

This is clearly, demonstrated by, EuroRD

agricultural market. :

.

. Those,.obstructing! the import oLfcj,

tiles must mot .bet surprised. if-.the;pftP

of textile machines finds itself!

doldrums, The painful procesS of

tjon must be weathered, and ProcraS?|i

ting does not make it any easier, iv. 'Tg-

Jobs can only be secured if

economy is in- the vanguard; L * * "j?
-•> Han$-j. ATafe®,
• (DUWrt't,2874lj'l^
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TRADE German trade with developing countries

Exports toi oil-producing

countries pick up
F orecasts concerning the r Federal Re-

public of Germany’s' exports have

become more cautious. At‘ the -beginning

of the year experts were.stiU anticipate

.

ing a real growth of about 10 per ednt

or more. But: present estimates have

dropped to between 7 and 8 per cent.

This'.correction not only reflects the

slowor growth in the important industri-

alised nations,,but also* continued,uncer-

tainty — especially with regard to coun-

tries with- balance' of payments, inflation

and unemployment; problems. .-

Even so, a real growth in .exports of 7

per cent — compared with developments

in the past— would still, be considerable

and would pretty well match tile antici-

pated increase in the world trade vo-

lumc.But such a growth would be dispro-

portionately large compared with overall

economic growth in the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany.

Export would thus remain the eco-

nomy’s “locomotive” and impulses from

German-Soviet

trade quadruples

in 5 years

B oth sides demonstrated satisfaction

at the seventh conference of the

German-Soviet Commission for Econo-
mic. Technical nnd Scientific Coonera-
tion in Bonn, ri - * * _•_* V »_

Minister of Economic AiFfoir^-Horttr-

Friderichs said that "in 1971 no-one

would have considered a quadrupling of

turnover In the next five years possible.”

According to the First Deputy Prime

Minister of the Soviet Union, Nikolai A.

Tichonov, the consolidation phase in

trade should be used for the further de-

velopment of cooperation. He pointed

out that there are good prospects for

joint projects in mechanical englheering

and the chemical industry.

Tichonov stressed that the Soviet

Union will promote mechanical enginee-

ring heavily in the next few years. This

should provide new- opportunities for

both exports and imports. Cooperation

in the research sector is to be stepped

up, and the first' jointly developed lathe

is to be presented at the next Hanover

Fair. Hans-JUrgen Mahnke
•' (Die Welt, 3 June 1977)

Imports Exports

.

10.084
'

'

v IWM 1
.

In millions

of DM :

Including

Opec>
members

qbrdpd y/qu\d once more play a
;

major

role in stepped up production and pp.

improved situation on the labour mark-

et. This seems to be borne
1

out by recent

orders from our trading partners.

Following a phase of restraint, orders

from abroad have picked up again in the

past- few months (statistical data* are1

available until March). March orders in*

particular igive^tise : to optimism. "

After a somewhat . slow Increase in

February, foreign buyers, ordered 16 .per

cent more goods in March than in the

previous month
i
(adjusted seasonally and

for price fluctuation). .. *
. .

Particularly remarkable is the .growth

of orders in the capital goods industry

in March. This industry is the focal

point of German exports*

.
There orders increased by a whacking

14 per cent, which will primarily benefit

our mechanical and electrical engineer-

ing industries as well as the metal pro-

cessing industry.

While in the basic material and the

production equipment industries orders

kept rising relatively steadily since last

November, picking up very considerably

latterly, the consumer goods industries

have shown a decline in incoming

orders since December 1976 — although

it must be taken into account that the

influx of orders was very heavy at that

time. It must be borne in niind that the

March figures will probably have to be

amended due to changes in the statisll-

,ca| sytiqm.ana qiuucw-way «r*u..6.„
oinE 4ndwtTllS7^nirt^»l^
data were to be somewhat -less favou-

rable, the general trend presages contin-

ued If relatively modest growth.

The fairly strong upswing in the

United States will have its effect on

world trade in the months to come and

thus on demand for German goods.

Somewhat more restrained will be die

demand from Japan and from mos|

West European countries - especially

those which have balance of payments

and inflation problem?, such as Britain,

Italy, France and Denmark.
1 * s

Demand from the East bloc and the

non oil-producing developing nations Is

also likely to be moderate. On tjie .other

hand, there is every reason to exp'ect

that demand from the oil-producing

countries,
.
whose export revenues inj-

creased considerably last year, will picx

up. Since the economic upswing at home

Thti 20 most Important buyers

Exports FOB
'

The 20 most.Important suppliers

Imports GIF

Export values
of 1877 1).

1*t Quartet f78-
In ml||. DM

1 st quarter 77
\n mill. PM • ki p t

Import values

of 1977 ( :i

-1st quarter *M:
In isqlH- W,.. i

1. France (1)

2. Holland (2)

3. Belglum/Lux (3)

4. Italy (4)

6. USA IB)

0. Britain (6)

7. Austria (7)

8. Switzerland (8)

9. Sweden (9)

10. USSR (10)
11. Denmark (11)

12. Iran (121

'

13. Spain (13)
14. Yugoslavia (IB)
16. Norway.(14)
18. Poland (17)

'

17. Algeria (-)
18. SeudlArqble (—

)

18. Australia M.
20. Japan (-) ;*

20 largest customers

8,823
8.709
6,462

. 4,884
3,744

: 3.B22 1;.-

3,297
3,063
2,418 '

1,664.
1.601
1,467
1,142
1,068
1,041

* 708
, 760!

714
,

708;
678

53,493*

13.2 1. Holland (i) >

,

7.692
, '"

i

10.2 2. France (2) ' 8,143.
8*2 3, Belglum/Lux (3) . . ,

4,639
. 7.6 4. Itely (4) 4,281 , . .

6.8 fi.'USA-(B) !'I 4/440
' ! “ '

• 6.3: 6. Britain (6) . i 1,978 i.-. 1

6.0 ;7. Switzerland (7)., 1,810 ,, ...

4.8 8. Libya
1

(8)

"

1,219 . . .

3.6 :

ft Japan 10)
»*” 1,106’' 1

1

2.3 10. Austria (11). •: < 1,168‘j

,2.3. 11, Sweden (12) 1,049 ...
,

2.2 12. Iran (10) !
"

- 1,096
'

1.7 13. Saudi Arabia (14) V 1,000
1 ’ •

'

.1*6 14. USSR (13) 1,021
1.6 lE. DBiimark (16) " 736 .......

1.2 1

10. Algeria’ (16)"* 070,
1.1 77 Spain (18)- > : I 633 r - - '

1.1, 18. Norway (20 ) , .

.

; 662 ml';

1.1 19. HoijflKong (19). 814/ . ...

1.0 20.B«rtll-f 434
* ’—

80.3 20 largest suppliers .
,->141*877 '> ..Jrjri'ij

Source: ; Fedaral Statistical .'^*,"1
j

|l|' Po»lt|ory IrlpryyldUS year
'

,. ln p.o.;
|

rfninillj.DM

14ld''
j

13.2
• 11,8 : .i : 6,918, - : 12.0

..8.7- . 4.9Q5 ,j .. 8.8
8-2 4,024

,

8.4
' 8.B 4,300 r 1 *7.6

i 3.8 : 2;306: i . i > 4.0

Mi, ! 1,707:-:. .3.1 ,

2-3 1,405 . . 2.6
2.1 ; 1A42

: "2.6

: i.2.2’i r
! 1 1,388- > -2A-i.

* I®'- : 1M& 1
'

fa:-
2.0 -. •) ' 894'J \.b

..1,6., *.,.820,,-. ,1.4

•"ll"-11 ?40 ^

1.1 •••* • :-«1;2'.

I»
'

i:l

Including Third

World countries,

in parcantages /

Potalturnovar
410311

mm
Annarloa If I

indu'dtng Third
.

1 World countries
In parcantages/!;

Pacific arc

Including!

Opeo J
member*f

0 Erlih Qohmldl Verlat '
\

" ' ~

lias evidently become more stable there

is every likelihood that Imports will con-

tinue to rise. The 8.5 per cent Increase

in imports (in real terms) as assumed by

our economic research institutes is abso-

lutely feasible.

Foreign trade showed, considerable

growth, in the first four months of this

year. While imports (in real terms) rose

by close to 7 per cent over, the same
period In the previous year, tho volume
of exports increased by 5 per cent in the

same period.

As shown in the export tables for the

first quarter, there has been hardly any
change in position compared with the

previous year so far as ttie top-ranking

countries are concerned.

Holland and Great Britain consoli-

dated their positions, and the same appl-

ies to Austria, Switzerland, Sweden and
1 «*••• Tli, («>. .1. ,1.... . ....

tries lias been above average.

On the other hand, the Soviet Union,

Poland and Denmark bought fewer

goods from Germany than in the first

three months of 1976. Among the

newcomers to the top twenty customers

are Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Australia and
Japan.

It is remarkable that, three oil-produc-

ing countries - Iran haying been joined

by Algeria and Saudi Arabia - now be-

long to our 20 most important custo-

mers. This clearly; indicates that the re-

veling of oil money is functioning well,

well.

After all, in the first quarter of this

year oil imports have been virtually

completely offset by exports to the

Opec countries. In 1974 only half of the

import cost was offset by exports.

In the import sector (see table) the

share of Holland, in other words, our

l America. : I Pacific areqi
)

, •
,

. lz<WLjNBILD£Bl -Qfo
1

390-302

most important supplier, dropped from

one-seventh to one-eighth. Imports from

Saudi Arabia and the Soviet Union also

dropped during the period under review.

On the other hand, Britain, Libya,

Japan, Austria, Spain and Norway gained

In weight.

A newcomer to the cirble of the 20

major suppliers is Brazil, while Nigeria

dropped out. It is also noteworthy that

the share of non oil-producing develop-

ing nations has increased. This is clearly

reflected in the above overage increase

of our imports of raw materials and

semi-finished products. Lothar Julitz

(Frankfurter Ailgemelne Zeltung

fUr Deutsulilimd, 3 June 1977)

Productivity beats

labour cost

Considering the de facto revaluation

of the deutschmark and rising pro-

duction costs due to constant wage in-

creases, the Federal Republic of Germa-
ny's industry should have gone broke

long ago.

Instead, Germany's industry lias been

producing growing trade surpluses for

the past fifteen years. Apart from a few

exceptions — primarely relatively simple

products - our industry has lost noth-

ing of its competitiveness on world

markets. . ;

What is the explanation for this? Ac-

cording to the chief executive of a major

American company in West Germany,
tiiis is due to productivity per working
hour. He points out that people in this

country work harder and -produce more
than ^lsewhere. lt\ fact,- the very, pressure

of
,
productjop costs to, which we have

been exposed for years has bipught this

BbpUt,:"
; f • ;

•
. , ,J. J:’-,-.* -.‘l«

This i high degree pf -productivity lias

rendered the increase wage costs rel-

atively tolerable., i <: -r .."I •

This la not gibberfsfi nor Is it fishing

fot Compliments, but .simple fact borne

out; by. major <American companies. such
as General -Motors : 0i ^International Har-

vester having invested considerable

amounts < in •Germ ail subsidiaries, -.prima-

rily j for. the purpose iof exporting from

this country. ,’../ <••/ »

>.Thls 4s. in : no way: at odds, with ; the

fact that German companies did right iq

deciding;, to invest flbnadhrNo-.world-

wide,.business ;.can.- today . be conduoted
fromone country dope.- vv:i

ncThiS’hqa: nothingrto do with jhc.gene*

ralisatton? whereby ,German , industry : is

emigrating abroad. On the contrary^ the

facti i *hah-Americans tro ; Investing. In

Germany'and Gefmtps in Atneritra oniy

p’rovesithati'the^WQrid^oriomyiils-styi

intact, J (SOdftuttohg 'ZeitvtW 6 JMnf!19V)
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ENVIRONMENT

Bonn to spend DM 350 mill.

on ‘clean’ coal energy

Sfii

>

B etween now and 1980 the Bonn Re-

search Ministry is to invest roughly
! 3S0 million deutschmarks in the dove-

i

lopment of coal-based technology more
» in keeping with modem standards in

environmental conservation.

The measures envisaged will reduce to

;
a minimum the emission of sulphuric

;

and nitrio oxide and dust by coal-fired

power stations and promote research

into new- techniques of converting fuel

into power.

Announcing details . of tiio research

programme, Research Minister Hans

. Matthflfcr noted that coal-fired power
' stations are not boing built at a rate

,
commensurate with government energy

j
policy targets.

1 Even where old and uneconomic
: power stations badly need replacing by

modem installations that are far less ob-

jectionable from the pollution viewpoint,

the general public frequently object.

' More often than not, their part of the
1 country has hod a poor pollution record
1

in the past.

Clean air measures are self-defeating

electricity and use up additional energy

. in the process.

Yet a number of coal-fired power sta-

* tions urgently need building, both to

D espite new clean exhaust regulations

envisaged by Bonn Interior Minister

Werner Maihofer as being enforced by

1982 atmospheric pollution caused by

vehicle exhaust fumes will at best be re-

duced to 1970 levels. .

In the wake of an increasing volume

of traffic in metropolitan areas the car-

bon monoxide count is expected to in-

crease by between 25 and thirty per cent

by 1982.

As part of the new regulations an-

nounced by the Federal Environment

Agency an upper level will be imposed
on nitric oxide in exhaust fumes, Profes-

sor Maihofer stated.

This regulation will apply in the Fe-

deral Republic from 1 October this year

and forms part of the clean exhaust
measures agreed at Common Market
talks.

The stricter tolerances scheduled for

enforcement in 1982 will not, as yet,

apply to the European Community as a

whole.

Current permissible carbon monoxide
levels are to be reduced by between 62
4nd 74 per cent. The hydrocarbon and

nitric, oxide counts are to beicut by be-

tween 62 and 76 per cent.

At present some 24 million motor
vehicles are registered in this country.

They bum up 40,000 million litres ot

fuel a year and emit 420^000 million

cubic metres of exhaust fuhies per an-

num. * * - '

According to the Federal Environment

Agency vehicular traffic accounts for

approximately half the carbon monoxide

count, 25 per cent of the nitric. oxide

boost coal sales and because of the delay

hi nuclear power station construction

programmes.

These power stations are needed to

bridge a power gap in the eighties. Re-

search between now and the end of the

decade must be aimed at solving out-

standing problems In connection with

the conversion of coal into electric

power.

Government grants will enable power

companies to run the risk of experimen-

ting with new and promising techniques

that have yet to be put into practice.

Incentives will be provided to encou-

rage the development of anti-pollution

techniques that will reduce pollution

levels to below present requirements

prior, no doubt, to making these new
low levels mandatoiy.

A number of Individual measures will

make coal-fired power stations more sat-

isfactory from the environmental view-

point, thereby facilitating planning per-

mission.

The research programme is bound to

prove a shot in the arm for the Bonn

government's declared intention of boos-

ting coal-fired power station capacity by

an additional 6,000 megawatts by the

early eighties.

Funds have already been earmarked to

finance the programme.

One of the objectives will be to im-
nr 1— -« ’r 1 »— .1— 1- .1- - ..

ting costs and reducing the amount of

energy required to power what is already

an indispensable feature of coal-fired

power stations.

At present desulphurisation involves

an additional power consumption of five

per cent and adds between half and one

and a half pfennigs to the cost per ki-

lowatt hour.
1

New techniques also need developing

to reduce nitric oxide emission levels.

Since nitric oxide cannot economically

be extracted froni the smoke in the way

that sulphuric oxide is, it must be nipp-

ed in the bud before it has a chance to

develop.

.
Methods envisaged include avoiding

peak temperatures and cutting back on

surplus oxygen in the furnace.

Fine dust in the smoke that belches

forth from the chimney stack is a par-;

ticularly dangerous health hazard. Where
electric filtration fails to extract it water

jets may do the trick. >

For this particular project a pilot In-

stallation will need incorporating in a

new power station. In all the Ministry is

investing 154 million deutschmarks in

clean air research of this kind.

A further 54 million deutschmarks are

to be spent on new cooling processes

and on utilising process heat. The
Agrotherm project will be extended to a
500-hectare (1,250-acre) site.

This project involves pipelining power

station process heat through a network

of pipes buried in the soil of nearby

farmland, which has already resulted in

substantial crop yield Increases.

Last but not least, 107 million deutsch-

marks are to be invested in new

conversion techniques with a view to in-

creasing to over forty per cent percen-

tage of heat generated that is converted

into electric power.

All these techniques will extract sul-

phur in tiie process of combustion,
thereby obviating the need for costly
j—

.

i — -

They include~coaI~gaSincatturi • at- high
pressure linked with combined gas and
steam turbines and a number of new
firing and conversion processes.

(Handelsblatt, 6 June 1977)

New rules to cut car

fumes pollution
,

fumes and nineteen per cent of unbumt
hydrocarbons.

These toxic fumes are emitted mainly
in city centres and residential areas and,

moreover, at head height. In city streets

traffic can account for up to 99 per cent

of the carbon monoxide, 89 per cent of

the hydrocarbons and 93 per cent of the
nitric oxide in the air we breathe.

The agency concludes that In clly

centres traffic is the main pollution of-

fender, not Industry or domestic heating
1

Levels deemed harmful In the United
States are seldom undercut in the day-
time in city centres

,
in this country,'

while levels, rated very harmful occur-
about one day in ton.

- The new clean exhaust regulations

will not lead - to higher fuel consump-
tion. In some cases consumption will be

reduced by as much as efeht per cent;

the agency claims.

The extra cost pf manufacturing new
vehicles to comply with the new regula-.

tions will vaiy according to the method

preferred but should work put at about
350 DM per vehicle.

In this context the Interior Ministry
notes that in a recent opinion poll con-
ducted by Infos of Bad Godesberg 62
per cent of the members of the general

public questioned reckoned they would
be prepared to pay 500 deutschmarks
more for a car that emits virtually no
toxic exhaust fumes and runs as quietly

as possible.

Thirty-two per cent were not prepared
to pay more for environmental conserva-
tion and the remaining six per cent.were
don’t knows.

.

The new recommended levels delibe-

rately favour the smaller car. Slightly less

swingeing cuts a^e imposed on prescrib-

ed exhaust counts f6r compact models.
At the; same time, however, the new re-

gulations Will not Inhibit the current

choice between a wide range of engines.

Motor manufacturers have conceded
the accuracy of

. much of what’ the
Federal Environment! Agency has to say.

On Environment Day, 5 June; they ex-
hibited prototypes of dean-exhaust cars

.

outside the Ministry of the Interior in
Bonn, '•

1
'

(Frankfurter AllgemeIne Zeitung

(Hr Deutschland, 6 June 1977)

Pebbles to
'

F

help keep nuclear

reactors safe

A n
,

emergency cut-off system
fa

pebblebed reactors developed «

Jfllich nuclear research centre has prcv

ed technically feasible, C. B. von 4j

Decken and H. Barthels of JUiich m
delegates to this year’s reactor confo

ence in Mannheim.

In order to contain the chain reactia

in the event of a nuclear power stabo

breakdown, such as a failure in the ert

ing system, all reactors have to incorp

rote an emergency cut-off systems

addition to standard shut-down pro*

dures.
' '

In the past boron absorber rods In

been used for this purpose, as info]

they are used to regulate the recti

while in routine operation. Addition

boron rods, which absorb neutrons, a
lowered into the reactor core and brio]

the chain, reaction to- a halt.

• Instead of rods the new emergen]

system uses small pebbles of graphhr

containing boron which are poured into

the reactor core on top of the pebbles cf

nuclear fuel. .

: The diameter of these boron pebble

is so small that they can easily fill lb

gaps between the pebblebed of pebble

six centimetres in diameter.

In other words, they must be small

enough to pass through the smallest

space between three fuel pebbles touch*

ing each other in a kind of triangle.

The diameter of this smallest space it

1 to 6.46 of the fuel pebble diameter,

but as fuel pebbles are seldom packed

together in maximum density, absorber

pebbles can be slightly larger.

nicy

—

men pass -mrougn inc-ge**

without undue difficulty yet arc retaintd

in sufficient number to bring iheiiur

reaction to a halt.

In point of fact, as trials with i &

3.8 scale model of a reactor core mk

shown, a diameter ratio of between 1

»

6.3 and 1 to 6.4 achieves the desired s-

suits. .

. The absorber pebbles find their mj

through the larger gaps, but are retauw

at points where the pebblebed w*
maximum density. An average 76 F1

pent pass right through the bed.

So more than ninety per cent are re-

tained, bringing thp chain reaction to

standstill. Neither topping up nor w*

jng off absorber pebbles presents

slightest difficulty. u
Once the reactor fault has been repJJJ

normal operation can
.

be iea*J

Immediately. The pebblened

about during operation, allowing wjj

. ber pebbles to sink gradually to the

of the core, from which they can tw

be extracted. ..

Since, howeVer, the normal dis nj

tion of fuel pebbles is disturbed, Wml

performance, it is advisable to

the absorber pebbles as fast as-pos^
•' The easiest way : to do this, trials^

..shown, is to lower the standard

•rods. In this way only ten percent:^

of the core volume needs to be mu?

to release about eighty per cent

absorber pebbles. •

.

Unlike
1

other reactors,, the; peh^J
. reactor can Continue operations .M;
least two hours -without damage

core even whteti the cofelaht systrat*

this case hellprti) is completely pP
action. . * ;• i

'• This leaves- ample tlme to‘
(

takej|

:
. cautionary measures on wh\cf^M
emergency cut-off system is ari-wjE

variation.
I
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GERMAN
QUALITY

WINE

please ask for:

WEINHAUS RITTER VON UND ZU LONNIG
5583 ZELL (MOSEL) Germany

Family Winegrowers since 1654

HandcraftedAntique Styled Silver

600 Models made out of835/Silver by:

VV Christoph Widmahn, D-7530 Pforzheim
P.O. Box 2027, W. Germany' Tel. 072.11-t 35 05

Wooden bows * solid fibre-

glass bows * cedar-wood

arrows • solid fibre-glass

arrows - light-metal arrows

targets of long-braided straw

end other accessories

Ask for our

WINGS-cataloguel

Manufacturer and Supplier

WINGS-GOODS, AugustTinnefeld
P. O. Box 1606, D-4280 Borken-1

I / „
i r ;/

Josef Kiihnel

Messwerkzeuge

Rosshaupten
near Ftissen/AllgBu

First class thickness gauges,
valve setting gauges,

spoke gauges,
.

screw thread gauges

It Writes and Stamps the Name
and Address of the Writer!

Can a Gift Pen be more personalised than that?

The new GOLDRING Excellent retrac-

( q N table ballpoint pen has a alamp wllh a

D
The new GOLDRING Excellent retrac-

I q n table ballpoint pen has a stamp wllh a
a \ l(p) permanently inked stamp pad hidden

i \ \3BW- UhK?*.- away in Its barrel. Through a few easy
! ' movements - pull oil the cap, screw in

y
T” y Ji ••

s- stamp and stamp - you give the per-

\ l\ ' v sonal touch to letters, envelopes, etc.*

\ I Just Hie thing lor travel, business and
t private correspondence.

A practical, handy and unusual Hem to own or to present — to irlonds, col-

leagues, good customers. Size ot stamp*. 35 x to mm. Pen takes standard lull-

size refills available on the market. Prices include a 3-1 ino stamp of your
choice.

Six attractive models - chromed metal cap. all chromed, gold plated cap. gold
(Hied cap, all gold lilted and all anodized in gold colour — to choo&e irom.
A hot Item for the stationery and advertising trade.

Detailed offer and samples on request.

^ M GOLDRING, Ludwig Schletl

^mm^9mmmaaaamM P.O.Box 1226mmmd D-758 BUEHL - GERMANY

HaficoTincture Presses
HAFICO tincture presses are manufactured

In lour sizes, two, live, 25 and fifty litre a, end
for manual or motorized operation,

They are for ueo In manufacturing and

pressing drug extracts, pharmaceuticals,

essences etc.

The preeeee are used In laboratories and In the

production stage by essence manufacturers, In

the pharmaceutical and drugs Industry, at

distillers, universities end test laboratories,

In the foodstuffs, sugar and cellulose

Industries and In many others.

Preaeura Is sustained hydraulically up to

450 bara, enabling manufacturers to make the

moat of their raw materials.

H. FISCHER & CO. KG
SPEZIALMASCHINENFABRIK

P.O. Box 1106 - D-4040 Ns use 21

jfltilRik Norf - Weat Germany

Refrigeration
Isworldwide.
HERL
isworldwide.
Constantdevelopment and pin point rationa-
lisation at the HERL/Cologne Production Plant
makes HERL pre-eminent inthe supplyof
refrigeration components.

,

,
HERLoffers. a top qualityproduct at most «.

competitive prices.
'

WeW-Mlne Nfejve Smalt-size

Safety-Valve

ftange-^lve

I' <
'

r ...
•

•

Why not tryHERL?
Telephone orwrlte with your
particularproblem -

HERLWantstohelp.

M,G.HeriAnri‘eturbnUbrift KG
Emli-Hoffmahn^ii^pe .

POB. 601420 ;!'

D-QOOO Koto SO {Rodcrikirchbn)

TelejiB88i 167HERL D '

Telofdni02236t'6l067. .f : .

•’
j/i*. V.-ni • •

:
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THE ARTS ' V-
!

Ballet seems to have

run out ofideas
; Nfn Wuppertal .IHna B^tisch likewise,

failed' to come up with anything stri-

kingly new and noteworthy in choreog-

;

raphy, Oddly . enough, one might add,!

since 'she alone among this country’s]

L
.. . native choreographers is renowned for]

eadlng ballet WUrttf the an yp-t©-date style ofher own. ;country have t>L' Baiisch sterns to ,be ; rt^s-J
cession of.hrenjiere^ Or$t Stuttgirt, tjieix ,

., fitfulW the possibilities of choteogra-j
Munich, then Wuppertal,

phic tlieatre. Her latest production carr-:

j
By time Hamburg follows- *U;t " on

;,

a- trend that began with FWto ini

^ - aV'6 b
?
e
s

a Month’s bal-
1974 an,j Bluebeard earlier this season, . .1

et in Vienna and five companies taking C(me Dance Witim fa descrlbed jn
|o the stage In the Dutch Festival.

the progtsmme a, a play by Pliia Bausch;
Cologne too has

;
promptly. changed Its

; Wihg-fSksbngs, with thd imfhasis on
mind about omoejling itt fifth sumrnpr , .^ ,nd .,not a meitt!on of choreog.j

keason of modirn ballet for financial ret-
' p! $ Oione ballc!

,

_ HsT „
''"r

\
^ ^

’ • *'*'? *-*- rw
-

’
• • •

1

i Jo-Anna Endicott and Gilbert RUschkamp in tyna Bauteh'i "Komm tarn mlt mlr",

< (Photoi UlUWrt
sons. , • .<:

' What, then, docs ballot have to offer
j

in tiie late seventies? To judge by the
j

latest' premieres the only common . *

denominator is that (he principals are ,

choreographlcally at sea.
J

The grandes dames of ballet in
,

this

countiy, Marcia Hayd£e of Stuttgart and

Pina Bausch of Wuppertal, were noneth

less true to themselves in their latest

work, albeit poles apart.

Marcia Hayd&e gave priority to the

dance, whereas Pina Bausch staged a

production that does hot fit into any of

the conventional theatre genres

; In Stuttgart Marcia Haydee dispensed

with the usual retrospective and decided

to stage only one ballet, Sleeping Beauty,
a classic that demands brilliancy of ex

cution and is loaded with pitfalls.
ivuaoiiH mgmuvvei, mo oire-nm

ma ballerina who now heads fhe Centre
de Dance Classique In : Cannes, wai the

WOrttembergisches Staatstheater’s choice

(as director.

J
She based her Sleeping Beauty on

;Bronislava Ni jin ska’s 1960 version,

tohlch in its turn was based on Petipas’

original 1890 St Petersburg choreog
Iraphy. 1

r The outcome was probably inevitable

‘Rose! la Hightower rightly enjoys a high
|

'reputation as a teacher, but on stage in'
*

Stuttgart her Sleeping Beauty testifies to

'a lack of intuition, imagination and at ..."

•times even musicaiity.

; Basic principles of the stage were dis-

regarded, with the result that Sleeping

Beauty all but ended up as,a virtual suc-

cession of divertissements. To crown it - 1

tall, set designer Desmond Heeley opted :

.

;for the spmbre pomp of Tsarist Russia.

.;
But Marcia Haydte staged the produc-

tion 'with three separate casts, and not
'

only the. leading roles changed hands. At...

.

' True eriough, thefe is vefy litHe danc-

ing in Come Dance With Me, but Pina’

Bausch turns out to be a first-rate libret-'

tist, and she needs neither literary sub-'

ject matter nor a score. •

Marcia Haydfa ai Aurora In Sleeping
Beauty. '*• : ’•

•
: (Phbtoj Hannrt kmanj,

l-
'

• i.
• .ii.'.M . t .1 :

H ans Wemer Henze’s opera W/r er-

rekhen den Fluss is based on a
One stage or another, or so it seemed, play by British playwright Edward Bond
everyone danced everyone else’s loleT, ond was first produejf in London as We

• The dancers who played the minor Come to the River.
\

roles included several major talents' in There were a few catcalls at the Stutt-

(
the making. Each-tyd a style of hjtjor garf premiere, wher^first-nighters were
her own and all seemed in peak fonrff upset by the violent and warlike nature

1

The Stuttgart company obviously jdbes of the subject matter, hut on balance the
not only insist on a thorough, grapij&ng production, was a success,

in classical andacadernlc techniouegm- Ciedit ts due not^ly to th&mpo-
p6rt«eMjj4^«afflfliatiPov^Bi^|art • ser^ but also tq. tht^AVDrttembefg Slate
is

1 handled .wtlA-tfgiQbtp IlMhuivisual
1

Qjjgra company for^usteringjt} itsjt-
ddneer’s personal stylft..fc. '-j .sources, T cUrtl^'oi; star

In this context special mention rftust guests, of ohC^':ftugmajor

be made of Eileen Brady. Despite f»U- ff
;
woffefc bf modeigmufical theatre^

ilesri technique, she popveye^ the lmjres- 1 As in London, tlft!composd*Vlrected
islon of being natural, unsboftt ahd^tlli the production hinSlf, and he did so

Her plot testifies to her skill as an

dbserver pf human nature of
.
people's

secret wishes^ passionate desires and un-
_

fulfilled lives. Yet her level-headed

honest view of the world nonetheless

bears witness to a veiled love of. life-
•

More than ever before, scenes .that

culminate in wiiat can almost be termed

sjadistic outbreaks are tempered by tend-

er, lyrical passages that testify to hope

against hope.
'

'

She takes to task the simplicity and

sentimentality of German folksong as
'

indicated by her choreography.

• Actpr Gisbert RUschkamp plays an

Everyman
.
in White flannel and sun-

basses who objects to the slmplp, sen-

timental view of life embodied in the

traditional folksong conop. . .

ite number. He calls for^confidence-yflU.

himself is evidently lacking in confi-

dence. He Calls fof pleasure and happi-

ness yet everything he does tends to list-

lessness' and .unhappiness. The dialogue

he attempts .to conduct with the female
lead is banal In the extreme.

Pina Bausch’s productions are vaguely

reminiscent of Maurice Bejarfs spectacle

total,] .which .brings us ^9 Dieter Gacks-
tetteiVJWttre in Munich.

• Gackstettef spent several years as a

tor succeeds in Creating memorable im*j

: tbe brutal/j ^ hem to^
* •'*.*. i-y.' •rit- v skill in handling the three orchestras,-

APO one f°r each of the storylines on stage*.

CSS OI.AV3X! .. ’h,” but his best and most impressive sec-j

a
’’

-

:R •• J
tions of the score are devoted to taj

M u 4.
weak, the people at the receiving wo ot

Simulteneously on three planes,-but -

Henze’s music’ is at.its wsrmest ^

ters of the musical scenef js not always * with
• *!“ Td

,

dancer yvith Bejarfs Twentieth-Century

Ballet- and chose existentialist philoso-

phy as;the subject of his PhD thesis.
;

This, predilection may well have been

why he has chosen to stage a ballet

about the poet Rainer Maria Rilke,

whose Notes by Malte Laurids Brig#

presaged many of the questions asked

by existentialist philosophy.
1

Rilke is the work of a. lone wolf

among choreographers and it provides

intellectual
.

satisfaction. Gackstettrr

shuns biographical portrayal and allow

his poet to encounter his images and

characters in their.own world.

,

But Rilke’s complex symbolism is no

longer as valid as it was earlier this cen-

tury, and a great deal of creative irtiagi-

nnlinn la rgfliilrftri tn

from the human body and Its evt^fay

life.

Dieter Gackstetter has bitten offm
than he can chew, and neither TMwf

Bosquefs sets nor- Walter Haupfs effec-

tive ballet score can disguise the fad.

On balance, then,, Dieter GacksWto

too has failed in .hi^ Munich Rilke »

create a convincing modem ballet.

Helmut Schtoer

(DeutKhw Allg*melnes SonntapMUj.

V- mum WTO.

hretto tries tdput across, ,-b \ 1
j. >

organised violence. ,

Henze’s music, is at. its. warmest aw

most telling -in, say, a cello solo denot*

ing sympathy with the madmen oM

felSr'wIiidi^the --m
tie rittr^tna^

llesri technique,>h€; eonveye^ the lhijres-

slon of being natural, unspoilt shdAlIl
capable of astonishment. '

, . ;

Eileen Brody <ta$ :
the makings a

'great ballerina. Marcia .Haydfo majf"be
troubled by a shortage of first-rate^10-

jreograph era, but she obviously hawno
-shortage of talented dancers.

the production him
much more . sat is fa

Schlondorff' who di

duction in this emu
Berlin Feslival. j

Henze is no tyro I

is just as wel] sin!

f, and he did so

wily than, Volker

:ted
1

the ftafpro-

y at'iart

a director, which
Bond’s plot runs

This insight testifies to the; hope of the

f composer and lib^sttist that this reallsa-

i
^tion on tlfe^rt^f an in^Idua! will be

^of-.deepersi^tfi^hce, > * _.«*»

y 'But the authoiftl^^bt^n
.^madhouse wjten he iswdMnly found to.

jbe motivated by commra sense
!
4hd!

^humanity. !j#
'y: '

S BV'ikying ‘the^ !>nitai Senselessness

Sot war and the activity mFthe lunatics,

wwho are engaged in builMhg an imogi-
Snaiy boat In which they mn tp row to

gfreedom, Hans Werner Hme as a direc-

rican conductor DenrijrRlWWjl^Jf®
whom Henze hired

,
p^production

<i the stage.! - m <
1 \t. • i

1
^

^

-1

f

1

'Wolfgang ’-SohttHd W the'gendfalsg'

’ baritdhe^ ' With > 'coftritM

power? ofekprtiW''biit 'thb-prg®
' owei-'no' leii'to Axel
but effecUvc,

(Honnovenohe Atlg6me!ae, l

1
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Computer to edit; the complete works

Ludwig Wittgenstein •

(Photo; Suhrkamp Verlflg)

New names, old conflicts
Continued from page 3

Strauss allowed to run the country for a

few years, freedom and the rule of law

would go by the board, Herr Brandt

claimed.

He and Hans Koschnick, mayor of

Bremen and deputy leader of the SPD,

also sought to make the Social Demo-
crats out to be in the process of conso-

lidation.
: 1

Herr Brandt levelled criticism not

only at left-wingers, but also at the

right-wing Fritz Erler group.

If you are entrusted with responsibil-

ity, he told left-wingers, you will not coil

party membership into question, nor

will you envisage Popular Front deals

with the Communists or jeopardise the

struggle to canvass the support of voters

who hBVe hitherto backed other political

parties.

As for' the self-styled Fritz Erler

group, who feel that the term socialism

has been tarnished by GDR and East

bloc practice and would .prefertorefer
exclusively (O' social ^aetttoerfic^" Willy

Brandt had this to say.

Anyone who is opposed to democratic

socialism is !oppos4q <t$ the, Godesberg

Programme — the Social Democratic

manifesto.
<

- -- < •

in ’ the edriteit 'of 'current ‘disputes

Hans Koschnick feels there is no hope
whatever of. an. effective, political party

being established to. the left of the SPD,
but he went on to mention that there

appear to' be Sdciat Democrats Who die

not sure where the borderline between

the SPD and' the CDU lies.

They would hata no. option but to

quit the ptoty, he said; just as would So-

cial Democrats whol'sCeitjea unable "to

perceivp a distinction between the SPD
and the ComfhUnists.

'
'

'

,-.-i (Frbhk'nirter Ailgentelne Zeitunft
1 : (Ur Deulschland.1

6

lurte 1977)

Abrochure
1

entitled - ' ^Cultural- Treas-

ures
1 ^- Cataloguing, Making Avail-

able,' Preserving” has ’ just been
:

publish-

ed. i'j
.
1
*

^

• •' 1
-i

.

-• •'

Thfs booklet, whidh Wis commissioned
by the Volkswagen 'Foundation

deals with a subject whioh even those

concerned With it are loath to delve into;

namely the manner of preserving cultu-

ral treasures iri case' 'of war - a task

which Is difficult enough even in peoce-

tlme.
• -

The Hague Convention of 14 May
1954 on Tfhe

'

1

PHitection of Cultural

Treasures iii Case of Armed Conflict”

says among other things: 'Taking Into

account that'the'pterervatibri of our cul-

tural heritage is of major importance for

all peoples Of- the world, the parties to

this Treaty ’ are determined to adopt- all

necessary measures for the protection of

cultural treasures.” •

The signatories of the Treaty have

even undertaken to teach their armed

L udwig Wittgenstein’s Tiactatus logi-

co-philosophicus was published in.

the last vblume of Ostwald’s “Annals of

Natural Philosophy” in 1921. This is the

only work published by Wittgenstein

himself.- ;

The thin volume is supplemented by

sortie 30,000 pages of manuscript which,

make up Wittgenstein’s legacy. .

.Following the philosopher’s death in

1951, the administrators of his estate

published a number of small volumes

composed from these essays, In the

course of these publications it became
obvious that there was a great need for a

complete edition of Wittgenstein's

WOTkS. 1

The “problems of moklng the pos-

thumous works of Ludwig Wittgenstein”

available was the theme of a symposium
at TObingen University which . was

financed by the Fritz Thyssen Founda-

tion.

Among the participants were the ad-

ministrators of Wittgenstein's philosoph-

ical legacy, philosophers, linguists and

data processing exports from Britain,

Italy, Canada, Finland and the Federal

Republic of Germany as well as repre-

sentatives of the publishing houses

Blackwell in Oxford and Suhrkamp in

Frankfurt.

The difficulties in philosophically in-

terpreting the works of Ludwig Wittgen-

stein are further aggravated by his par-

ticular mode of working.

- ^Hia specific, way of writing the frag-

mentary nature of the manuscripts and

the enormous volume of work as well as

problems in dating the
,

various manu-
scripts have necessitated an unprecedent

procedure in publishing these works.

One objective of the symposium was

to evolve concepts for the solution of

these problems and the philosophical

questions involved.

Another, to describe the structures of

a
,
new

.

phase pf Wittgenstein
,

research

and to form a group of researchers

whose task it will be to concentrate on

his works and, finally, to create a forum

which prepare these works fdr publica-

tion. ... • ...
The Research

:

Group Wittgenstein,

which has been working at the German
Seminar of TQbingen' University 1 since

1974 and is finaheed by the Fritz Thys-

? cultural

1 treasures can be v

preserved in war

forces “respect for the cultural treasures

of all peoples” even in peacetime.

, But should war arise it can : hardly be
expected that generals will wojk-pvt their

strategies in a manner that would.-prp-

tcct monuments or that fliers will drop

their bbmbs at a safe distance from mu-
seums or

:

churches. Measures fbr thfe

protection of the cultural heritage rndst

therefore bie implemented in peacetime.
' In keeping with the' Hague Conven-

tion, the Bundestag' pissed a law on ll

April 1967, the implementation of

which had met with considerable' psy-

chological and finondal .difficulties —

fjf t.f- 1 *<
s

* * T; • t •<.!

sen Foundation, will be transformed Into;

a Wjttgenstein Archives.

During the next two or three years

these archives will computerise the. phi-

losopher’s entire work. This will include

manuscripts in all their forms for the

sake' of absolute completeness.

At the same, time, CNUCE, the state

computer centre in Pisa, Italy, will de-

velop mathematical programmes which

are expected' to help Interpret the texts

and assist in dating them.

The editing of texts by means of

computer and special light operated

type-setting machines which wore deve-

loped at the computer centre of Tubin-

gen University will make it possible to

make editorial decisions subsequent to

the scientific Interpret at tort of th6 manu-
scripts.

The texts which can thus be read by

machine and 'the new possibilities

opened up by modem computers tan

provide the researchers with objective

and “non-interpreting” access to the

texts.

This process can also simplify the en-

ormous work involved in preparing a

historically critical edition of the works

of Ludwig Wittgenstein, thus making
the pubUshfedtpijodupt cheaper, f

'

The first Wittgenstein Symposium,
which will be followed by another in

two years’ time' at the latest, led to the

following major results: The formation

and work of the Research Group Witt-

genstein, complete documentation and
cataloguing of the manuscripts and a de-

scription of the manner in which the

volumes of the present Wittgenstein

edition have come about.

This description is to be published as

a supplementary Volume to the Wittgen-

stein edition, together with essays on the

philosopher's early works .by . BP.
McGuiness; on

,
his. works .dating from

Tractytus to Big typescript, the "basis of

philosophical
, 1
granm^ by A, Kenny

.and op the philosppher’s Iajer works, .in-

cluding Philosophical lriyestigation . by

tit <?* yon Wright.

linn •_

'
• ' • I. I .11

>!'• r': 1. ' j:l-' .' vr.-S. M ' ." i ;

among them the selection, of cultural

treasurasi most worthy of protection.

The VW Foundation brochure by Air

heidiS: von.
, Rohr piust.< be

1
pomldp|?4 a

first step Awards clarifying jhid ques-

tion. . .... ., [v .j.
.,

;• .. r..

There broc|iure,lists this, country’s jnr

stitutions for the; care of cuittinU .jtn^-

ures, their methods of. work apd the de-

gree of .
training of their, staff.; The bro-

chure also ; aims, at stimulating .a more

thorough .cataloguing of works of art ip

private ownership. ;
, : \.y .

;
.The Bonn,, Government}:, intends, .to

present a list of all • cultural treasures

worthy of protection by 1983..

.

=• Aachen ia. the: iljat city in the Federal

Republic.qf .Germany, ta Jhave:taken
;

a

concrete step
.
to protect *«dtural treas-

ures; la case of. ;war by inaugurating an

atom- bomb bunker. which is to serve as

a storeropm for the museum in peace-

time.
, . . Margarete V. Schwarzkopf

’

!• (DlB\V«lt, 27 May 1977)

The publication pf, four papers read at

the symposium Is to rusher in the pre-

sentation of new ideas on Ludwig Witt-

genstein's philosophy.,

.These papers were presented by Rush
Rhees, B. F. McGuinnesa and Anthony
Kepny. The publishers of these and all

future works will remain Basil Blackwell,

Oxford, and Suhrkamp of Frankfurt.

-The Wittgenstein. Symposium in

TQbingen has ushered in a Wittgenstein

discussion which is expected to provide

a better understanding of the ideas of

this great philosopher,

The new edition of his works, consist-

ing of about 14 volumes of 500 pages

each, is expected to be completed by the

mid-eighties.

Wittgenstein once said that the only

answer to certain philosophical problems

is silence.

Perhaps the new edition of Ludwig
Wittgenstein’s work will enable us to al-

locate to him his rightful place in philo-

sophy. Michael Nedo

(Frankfurter Allgemelne Zeltung

(Ur Deutschland, 27 May 1977)

Exhibition of

German books

in Moscow

S
ome ten thousand Soviet citizens

visited an exhibition which the As-
sociation of the German Book Trade ar-

ranged in Moscow and at which 3,000

books were on display.

The visitors were particularly interest-

ed in illustrated art books. But they

were also enchanted by the lively pre-

sentation of children’s books. In the fic-

tion department, their interested was
aroused particularly by Frank Kafka,

Siegfried Lepz and the German classics.

Professionals were very
.
interested in

the many dictionaries. The Soviet ushers

and attendants had their hands full with

young people who. spent hours reading

books on modem art while anxious

throngs had to whit for Admission.

The success of the Exhibition, which
was preceded by very tittle PR work, is

bome but by the entries of Soviet visi-

tois iri the gue?t book/ 1
:- -

' Says
1

orie of. them:
,
“I’d like

1

to
;

find

srich beautifUl books on the counter rat^

her than under it.” Another, a fourth^

grade schoolgirl, •wrote:' “I like the fchil-

dren’s department It’s full of interesting

books with gay- pictures.? Twish - we 'had

•stich books
;

irt («tf o6untry”- ’i.v'-.':' .»

•' -Arid a feaclier had this to Say:- -Tam
deeply Impressed by the Variety and
quality of the books on exhibit”

:o Soviet visitors were above all full of

praise for the quality of the eolotir prin-

ting. -The. Soviet Minister of Education

.Demichev-tookiwo hours to peruse, the

..bookapnj exhibit; . .* ;

Irene Falk,, who vw;Ui: charge of Ihe
Moscow exhibition, said that It was 'a

pleasure .to experience, the .great interest

among 'the people. '
i’.,.' ’• V <

jn many instances the Soviet, visitors

took, the trouble, to copy, whole chapter?

and. .tp photograph covers. : . .

.j,* 'j

The exfiibitjon,.which vras a rcsqqnd-

In| success,’W; be: shown ariain jn. Le-

ningrad from 9 to 2d* June.
1

, ,t, (Hwipovenoh* /yigfiafld*, 2 JUn< 1 977)

Hits]
r-’i'.j ..b r.:v

. T*. 1
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MEDICINE

Knee injuries difficult to treat

successfully, say surgeons

K r^ee injuries (end to be clinically

troublesome. Complete healing fol-

lowing a fracture is by no means to rule.

According to a collective study of the

casualty surgery departments of the Uni-
versity Clinics of Freiburg, Homburg,
Hanover, Mainz and Ulm, only two-

thirds of the 210 patients who had suf-

fered fractures of the knee were found
in a follow-up checkup to be able to

walk unimpeded and to have no pain.

The most frequent complications were

knee-joint disorders (40 per cent), shor-

tening of the leg (23 per cent) and im-

peded healing process. All patients had
been operated on.

Professor H. Tscherne of the Casualty

Surgery Clinic of the Hanover Medical

School had these comments to make:
“Local and generally associated In-

juries must be taken into account when
evaluating failures since they frequently

necessitate therapeutic compromises.’'

Nails, screws and plates as well as

spongiosu — a spongy tissue inside the

.bone - are frequently used to recon-

struct joints following fractures. Only if

the shift in the joint has been moderate
can the patient be spared an operation.

Kneecap fractures, mostly as a result

of injuries sustained in sport, account
for 0.4 to 1J5 per cent of knee injuries.

If the fragments are not too far apart

and if the stretch apparatus has not

been affected, the only therapy necessary

is placing the leg in a cast.

Complicated cases call for immediate
surgery in the course of which it is wise

to preserve the kneecap whenever poss-

ible. But partial removal of the kneecap

can provide good results in cases where
it proves impossible to join smoll frag-

ments.

An examination of tiie reasons for the

frequently moderate therapeutic success

following fractures of the tibia head led

to the conclusion that only the most
experienced specialists should carry out

the operation.

According to Professor J. Rehn, Bo-
chum, the collective study clearly proves

that success or failure of treatment

depends not only on the surgery itself,

but on the composition of the surgical

teom.

it the open space between the two
parts of o fractured bone is not elimi-

nated, the patient must expect to come
down sooner of later with a painful arth-

rosis since the cartilage which forms in

the open space as a bone substitute sus-

tains damage by friction.

Treatment is extremely difficult be-

cause human cartilage virtually never
heals. It is necessary to avoid long im-
mobility in order to prevent any wasting

away of cartilage and the damage that

goes with it.

Tests at the Orthopaedic University

Clinic in Heidelberg show that joint

functions deteriorate proportionate to

tire duration of immobility. It is there-

fore necessary to begin with exercises

and an active movement therapy at the

earliest possible moment.
Cartilage damage can also be caused

by undrained liquid accumulations and

by ligament injuries which have been

overlooked and which lead to dispropor-

tionate strain. The ligament system plays

a major role where stability of the knee-

joint is concerned.

According to Professor C. Burri, Dim,
ligament tears must be operated on as

quickly as possible, in which case the

results are satisfactory in 90 per cent of
cases.

Diagnosis of pure cartilage damage is

very difficult. As VV. Glinz, Zurich, put

it: “It is very difficult to find a black cat

in a dark room at night, especially if you
don't know whether there is a cat at all.”

Ninety per cent of changes remain

undetected. This makes pure cartilage

injuries the most overlooked type of

injury in traumatology Chinically, the

illiriul symptom is severe pain which
soon disappears again, not to reapear un-

til a few weeks later.

A growing number of people in high-

ly industrialised countries arc sub-
ject to brain embolisms and brain hae-

morrhage. At present, one out of six

people in the industrialised world die

from the consequences of inadequacies

in the blood supply to the brain.

Professor Klaus-Jochachim ZOlch,
Professor Konstantln-Alexander Hoss-
mann and his brother. Dr Volker Hoss-
manh of the Max Planck Institute for

Brain Research in Cologne, $ee the main
reason for the increase in blood vessel

ailments in the fact that people in the

industrialised world are exposed to a va-

riety of stress situations.

These lead to a pathological increase

in the arterial blood pressure, in other

words hypertension, which Ls aggravated

by inadequate exercise and overweight.

Hypertension is also a majoT risk fac-

tor in connection with inadequacies of

the blood supply lo the brain and hence
brain embolism.

It accelerates the development of arte-

riosclerosis,- a pathological change In and
hardening of the blood vessels. More-
over, hypertension frequently has a di-

rect effect on forming the blood clot

that leads to embolism.

Since arteriosclerotic changes of the

entire circulatory system - including

brain circulation — develop ot an early

stage, among other things due to wrong
diet. Inck of exercise and other habits

such as excessive smoking, preventive

measures should be taken at an early

stage.

These include regular exercise, reduc-

tion of overweight, slopping smoking,
blood pressure checks and cholesterol

tests as well as diabetes tests and treat-

ment of heart disorders in good time:

Arteriosclcrotically hardened and nar-

rowed sections of the blood vessels can

lead to. a narrowing of the entire blood

circulation system, leading to a drop in

Hypertension

can damage

the brain
pressure - for instance in the blood

supply system of the brain.

Once the narrowing of the blood ves-

sels has progressed to such an extent

that, should the performance of the

heart be impeded or overall blood pres-

sure sink, the local blood supply will

also drop, damage to tissues and thus to

the nervous system can ensue.

But it is also possible for blood clots

to be deposited in the heart chamber
system and in the major arteries In sec-

tions that have been arteriosderotically

narrowed. These clots can tear off the

wall of the blood vessel and transport it

to the brain where smaller vessels are

blocked by embolism.
It is generally assumed that microem-

bolisms in cases of temporary distur-

bances of the blood supply originate

from such narrowed sections of blood
vessels the walls of which are covered
with so-calied thrombus material from
which blood clots aie formed.

According to the team of the Max
Planck Brain Research Institute there arc

many cases Of temporary disturbances

caused only by circulatory deficiencies.

But these attacks must be taken as a

warning that severe damage, as for in-

stance heart embolism, could occur.

The narrowing of the blood vessels in

such patients can frequently be treated

surgically. The most common warning
signs arc short-lived paralyses.

According to the Max Planck Insti-

tute, preventive measures are indispens-

ible since the chances of rehabilitation

after brain embolism are much worse
than after a heart embolism.

Y/hilc in the .cose, of heart embolism
the proportion between necrotic (dead)

tissue and the heart muscle as a whole
is of major importance for a cure, what
matters most in the case of a brain em-
bolism is its localisation.

Embolisms of the brain can occur in

so-called silent zones and thus remain
unnoticed, causing no damage.

But if an embolism affects a part of
the brain which controls speech or other
intelligent functions, paralysis and loss

of sensitivity as well as massive changes
of intellectual performance occur. ’ • •

Thus for instance embolisms in the
main regions of the nervous system can
cause severe paralysis, especially wiicti

they are localised at the junction of the
major motoric nervous system.

Following a brain embolism, an oe-
dema usually occurs two to seven days
later, which can also impede functions
and adversely affect cells.

If the oedema can be removed, these

cells — provided they have not been too

badly damaged — resume their function.

This explains the partial improvement
of neurological symptoms following a
brain embolism.

But on the other hand the patient can
also regain port of his functions by
training during convalescence if other
nerve cells take on the work of those
that hovp been destroyed.

But this process requires a great deal

of training and is frequently only par-

tially successful.

Following a brain embolism it is the
rule rather than the exception that more
or less severe neurological handicaps
remain. But modem treatment methods
and modem technology at intensive care

stations are fortunately in a position to

prevent a great number of impending
brain embolisms. Ho„t Meermami

(Der Tagesspiegel, 2B May 1977)

X-rays are of little use in diagnose

such defects - even by means of dj
contrast arthrography. On the oik

hand, exploratory surgery requires a to
week hospital stay and the patient r.

mains disabled so far as work is cav

cemed for another four weeks.

Moreover, such surgery does not %
vide enough information about all afr

lage surfaces.

Only arthroscopy can provide an at*

rate diagnosis. This type of knee jii

examination colls for an anaesthetic,
bet

the patient does not have to be hospiu-

ised.

The arthroscope enables the physic

to examine and photograph the trie

joint. It also enables the surgeon ton-

move small, broken-off pieces of m£.

lage.

They can be rinsed away through
&*

shaft of the endoscope, while %
fragments can be removed by iron,

ments inserted through the apparatus^

they can be shifted to a suitable zone.

Complications following arthioscop)

are rare provided the operation is canid

out under sterile conditions. But artluov

copy, too, requires a great deal of n-

perience. It is therefore recommeniW
that arthroscopy be used oniy where ur-

tilage damage is suspected and about

one week after the accident or in caw

of post-operative complications.

Endoscopic examination of joints w
very slow to develop. First experiemenh

were carried out by the Japanese Tagii

in 1920, and satisfactory instnimnfo

were not developed until 1931.

The procedure has met with consider-

able interest in Europe in the past fc»

years, and arthroscopy Jtas been perfect-

ed. But experiments with arthroscopic

examinations of hip and shoulder joints

have remained unsatisfactory so far.

btorgot.Mnw*b—

lFrankfurter AUfl
eme\ne Zeilnrv

ft]r DauracMand, i Junttf/V

200,000 died

of heart failure

last year

L ast year saw a startling increase in

the number of deaths frosts heart

failure. Of the 753,JOO citizens of the

Federal Republic of Gonuany who dW

in 1976, a total ,of 200,000 died as a*

suit of heart aihttents. ij

According to statistics just released b)

the Federal Statistical Office in V/ie^

den covering the past year, the numw

of deaths from heart ailments increase

by 8,000 over 1975. Women were iw«

affected than men.
Compared with. 1975, the year, JP

tlie highest death rate since the end®,

the war (749,300),, the number of d#1

last year dropped by 2.2 per cent.

A total of 3^6,000, or roughly, 41,

cent of deaths, were due to ailments
J

the circulatory system. op .the:®1

of causes, of death, are malignant ^,

moyrs (cancer) where the figures
^

niained approximately the same as£.

1975. Cancer accounted for

20.8 per cent of deaths. Malign^
.“J

mours of the respiratory system raw®1
'

at the top with 25,700 fatalities..

,

There was a slight drop in unaaljj
j

causes of death in 15176, .the figureW *

47,000.
.
Accidents invplyiqg

‘

a
;

Mi
jj

j.

counted for 10^00 .deaths, and . W; .

p?op)e died in traffip accidents..: ,, . .ti’;

. T|ie suicide, trend, continued
.

The number of suicides rose -*$)*[

12,900 in 1975 to 13,350 in 197$.v 1 f
... ;; #.

i -
;

(Frankfurter. Neile Pre&ae, 28 MB >'

\

SCIENCE

Geography no longer merely

a depiction of the Earth

S
everal thousand geographers from

the German speaking countries met
in Mainz at the beginning of June for

the biannual German Geograpers’ Con-
gress.

The congress dealt not only with

questions of geography education in

schools. Its main purpose was to provide

a review of topics with which geography

deals today. The Federal Republic of

Germany alone has some 300 university

professors and 450 other researchers

engaged in geographic endeavours.

Although the public image of classical

geography is still that of a science which

essentially describes the world with a

couple of “believe it or nots” thrown in,

geography is clearly undergoing a proc-

ess of change.

Traditional geography can no longer

do justice to the expectations in its

scientific function. In fact there has not

even been a new geographical review of

the Federal Republic of Germany since

1945.

Moreover, (he question “what is geog-

raphy actually supposed to describe and

for whom is it meant to do so?” arises

more and more frequently.

The entertainment media have

meanwhile assumed the task of depict-

ing “countries and people throughout

the world” and they are in many ways

superior competitors to the geographers.

Science itself has many institutes

which focus their attention on inter-dis-

ciplinary regional and country research*- -

Neither the argument of greater scien-

tific accuracy, which is frequently used

with regard to competition from the

media, nor the argument that geography

is in a better position to oversee the in-

terplay of many factors is a convincing

one for the outsider.

For some years geography has been

confronted with a number of important

developments. These led to the emer-

gence of two focal points in geographic

research which can best be summed up

as “regional-scientific” and as “geo-eco-

logical”.

These two terms have the term

“space” in common — in the one in-

stance more as a counterpart to Man
and, in the other, as the two-dimension-

al earth-surface “receptacle” of human
life which, depending on vantage point

and region, induces an interplay across

geographic distances.

Geographers whose interests - due to

training - centre primarily around the

ecological view of the landscape system

evolved a system of interplay between
sldil, cliitiate, shape of landscape, bodies

of water and vegetation, frequently

taking into account actual or possible

human interference. Their subjects are

the “biosphere”, economy of water sup-

ply, relief formation processes in various

climatic areas and equilibrium condi-

tions for agricultural systems.

The other view, the so-called cultural

and social geographers, attempts to ana-

lyse the organisation of social and eco-

nomic regions. Their research subjects

range from behavioural attitudes of In-

dividuals or otlinlc groups, their shop-

ping and nearby recreation attitudes (as

for instance travel) all tho way to expla-

nations for the stnicture of space divi-

sion for entire civilisations . . . from bo-

rough to city via region and nation, and

on to a world economic system.

These geographers engage in indus-

trial geography and metropolitan re-

search and occupy themselves with re-

gional development planning.

But many questions which play a

major role in these new concepts are

still disputed.

There arc for instance difficulties with

regard to the so-calicd “quantitative re-

volution", namely the use of modem
and exact procedures — especially where

statistics are concerned — as tools for

the new generation of geographers.

With our geographers having had lo

cope with the over-rating of sonic ele-

ments on the one hand and defensive

reactions on the other concerning scale

theory, multidimensional statistics and

other methods, it is now becoming more

and more apparent that it is not so

much the use of quantitative methods

themselves as the manner in which

questions are posed - in other words

T he majority of university teachers in

the Federal Republic of Germany
are satisfied with present scientific re-

search facilities. At the same time, two-

thirds of university professors and in-

structors favour a lifting of restrictions

in order to accommodate the mass of stu-

dents resulting from high birth-rate

years.

These findings are contained in the

1976/77 winter semester report by the

Infratest Research Institute based on

polls conducted among teachers at uni-

versities, training colleges and special-

ised institutions of higher learning.

The report has just been issued by the

Federal Minister of Education and Voca-

tional Training, Helmut Rhode.

These polls were conducted simulta-

neously with polls by the Allensbach In-

stitute, although the two institutes

arrived at different conclusions.

Infrateri failed to find the resigned at-

titude and the negative assessment of re-

tire forming of a theory that can serve as

a basis — which are becoming the most

important subjects of discussion concer-

ning methods.

Equally disputed remains the demand

for uniformity in view of the bifurcation

of the two abovementioned interest

groups.

Their representatives already have

more opportunity of exchanging views

with other natural scientists on the one

hand and sociologists on the other than

do their fellow geographers.

There are many arguments for and

against traditional unity. H can be taken

as certain that the individual cannot

keep abreast of both disciplines, which

would be tantamount to adhering to an

obsolete ideal.

The desire for large-scale and indeed

world-wide comparisons of regional si-

tuations wherever possible, which, has its

roots in geographical tradition, must re-

main a mere programme due to the

limits of any research potential — no

matter how valuable its realisation.

Meanwhile, there is less controversy

about the question whether research

should orientate itself by the future or

by the past.

The restriction to the depiction of the

present which should be the guarantor

of objectivity in science was formerly

considered in dispensable. But now hist-

oric developments also play a role - as

fur instance in the case of the develop-

ment of valleys through millions of

years or medieaval cities.

Under the impact of "applied geog-

search facilities to which Allensbach

arrived.

According to Infratest, 52 per cent of

the research staff termed the facilities

available to them “good to very good”,

30 per cent “nor so good” and 18 per

cent “bad”.

Minister Rhode stressed that In view

of these facts it can hardly be said that

the work of our universities in the re-

search sector is in jeopardy.

According to Infratest - and contrary

to the subjective impression of universi-

ty. teachers — the “across the board tea-

ching perfonnance” (including the pre-

raphy”, the congress also discussed thp

geographers* increasingly evident occu-

pation with trend forecasts, planning

blueprints for the environment and re-

gional {Banning.

These shifts in emphasis will still

have to be mastered, and this will

depend not only on goodwill, but also

on the practical experience of university

teachers in dealing with such problems

within the framework of political reali-

ties.

The development of geography as a

university subject wilt largely depend on
the decisions of university teachers in

the years to come.

But outside influences by state educa-

tional policies and by commissioned re-

search projects will also have their ef-

fect. Moreover, competition with related

subjects cannot fail to have n favourable

or adverse effect.

Intensive teaching at our universities

with some 30,000 geography students at

present wilt obviously leave a mark on

research.

If the course of study is to culminate

in a diploma for future regional, slate

and city planners, leaching and research

would have to be better coordinated -
an aim which is particularly stressed by

professional geographers.

Most students aim to become future

geography teachers which obviously has

its effect on the manner in which geog-

raphy is taught at university — and

rightly so, since the education of a geog-

raphy teacher must be purpose-oriented.

The Training Commission of the As-

sociation of Geography Teachers has al-

ready worked out complete proposals for

a university curriculum which comes
very dose to the present trends in geo-

graphic research. But no matter how for-

tuitous, this fact is not fully appreciated

by some geographers who still stick to

the independence ideal of “free” re-

search. Haas Meister

paration for lectures and the necessary

post-lecture work) has not improved, but

diminished in the past few years.

The polls also show - again contrary

to subjective views — that administrative

work does not take up more time than

in 1974.

Ail in all, the time which university

teaching staff (excluding medical

schools) spends for, research work

amounts to 31 per cent, with 55 per

cent, going into teaching and 13 per cent

into administrative work. This is exactly

the same as in previous years. dpa
(KOIner Sladt-Anzelger, 2 June 1977)

(Frankfurter Allgemelne Zellung

flir Deutschland, 2 Juno 1977}

Research facilities satisfactory

at universities
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Is there anything further you would like

facts about?
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the manufacturer:

WillHod Henke KG West Germany

D 4620 Caatrpp-Rauxet, Blatfenhoreter Sir. 114.

_ PttaM Q2SOW7 Of. Tetax 08229 527- henk d '
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Holiday isle’s railway across

the water is 50 years old <

Sylt's fifty-year-old
;
Hiridenburgdamm

railway embankment link with the main*
land Is 11.2 kilometres {seven miles)

long. It is fifty metres (164ft) wide at

base, eleven metres (35ft) wide on top
and 7.6 metres (24ft 7!n) In elevation. It

took 3.2 million cubic metres of earth to
build. Hot to mention 30,000 tons of
stone, mainly basalt and granite; that
warp shipped from Silesia end the Rhine;
land. The embankqwnt alone cost 19.$
million reichsmarks. Qnce the outer pllps

had' been driven, the armada of thirty

sailing ships, twenty barges and three

tugs that had carried earth and stone to
and fro was replaced by a field railway

that gradually crossed the mud flata that

separate the North Sea holiday Isla from
tha Schleswig-Holstein mainland.

O n IS May 1927 a local Journalist

hailed the Hindenburgdamm rail-

way embankment between the North Sea

holiday isle of Sylt end the mainland of

Sclileswig-Holstein as a triumph of civil

engineering that hod few parallels any-

where on Earth.

The seven-mile link with the mainland
took four years to build and ways formally

inaugurated on 1 Juno fifty

years ago, but the idea dates back to at

least 1876, when Michael Marcus, a Sylt

balneologist, enthusiastically advocated

the proposal.

.
The new road, as local people tended

to call it. nlarked the beginning of a

new era (or Westeiland and (he other is-

land spas, for Kornpen, Warnings tedt,

Keitum and List, Munkmarsch and Mor-
sum, a Berliner who attended the inau-

guration ceremony enthused.
• As the special train packed with cele-

brities including President Hindenburg
rolled leisurely along the track to the is-

land rpilhead at Westertand, Sylt ce^spd .

to be an Island. <

.

Countless trains have since followed.

Since the Second World War cars have

also crossed to the island by iqij, nearly

five million of them!
This invasion has robbed the island re-

sorts of some of the exclusive air for

which they were renowned. Sylt was
opened up to the common man — and
his wife and kids!
• Yet the island managed somehow or

other to remain the favourite North Sei

holiday haunt of the upper crust and a

rendezvous for the jet set both in this

country and elsewhere in Europe. •

The Idea of building an embankment
to link the island with the mainland is

much older, ofcoure. It dates back mote
than a century to 1856, when Wester-
land was in the process of making a

name for itself as a bathing resort.

C. P. Hansen, a Keitum teacher, reck-

oned (hat an embankment to the

mainland would not only be a conven-
ient link, but also aid land reclamation.

He came in for more than his fair

share of ridicule, needless to sjiy, but he
was also encouraged from an unexpected

quarter. Postmaster-General
.
Heinrich

von Stephan, who frequently spent holi-

days on the island, feit (he project was
'feasible and offered several 1 million

marks in Post Office funds towards the

cost of the scheme.
'

1 •• 1

Sylt balneologist Dr Michael Mqrcus
jwent into greater detail. In his totester-

land, the North' 'Serf" tfoililay Resort,

published just a. centqry pgo, he eiithu-

siasticaily argued his case.- .

"It may be a costly project, but it will

prove an important one and pay interest

and compound interest,”. Dr- Marcus

claimed. “The embankment would , be

gradually silted up to form a peninsula.

"island folk are all in favour of the

idea. One pan but hope that it will be

implemented sooner or later, the resorts

would rapidly prosper if there were a rail

link, although the proposal may appear

Wishful Urihfcing >s yet” .

Dr. Marcus was not ttye-mon'to make
do with wishful thinking. He organised

a petition to (he Altona-Kiel Railway

Co. that was ' signed by the entire, popu-

lation of Westerlnnd.

But railway accountants and engineers

Remained dubious. Dr Marcus was prov-

ed right in forecasting that “y6ars will

no doubt elapse before the idea Is put

into practice”

Not until 1910 did the Prussian go-

vernment commission a survey to inves-

tigate the possibility of building a rail-

way embankment to link the six thou-

sand islanders with Ihe mainland.

The First World War put paid to the

scheme, but although it was shelved it

did not disappear. Too many people had

grown convinced that it was a good idea.

Besides, in 1920 there were strong po-

litical motives for pressing aheod with

the project. A plebiscite was soon to be
held to decide whether or not North
Schleswig was to revert to Denmark and
the embankment proposal seemed tai-

lormade to canvass Germari votes: •

. Sylt did indeed remain German — all,

that is, but the mainland harbour from
which ferries set out for the island.

The result was that holidaymakers

bound for one or other of the island’s

resorts (and they still included many
VIPs among their number) had to pass
through a! Danish corridor .and tijne-

consuming' passport arid customs Con-
trols before embarking on the four-hour
feny trip to Sylt.

In 192j, d^pite the perils of gallop-

ing inflation, the authorities finally de-

cided to build the embankment. It

^eemed a courageous decision in the eta

cumstances.

A site office was opened in 1922 and
in 1923, shortly before hyperinflation

ran riot with, the reichsmark,
,

construc-

tion work began at the. mainland end of
the proposed embankment.

In 1?25 earthworks began from the

island itself, and later that year the two
ends met-. At one Stage . up to 1,500

*> •'
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For half a century it has withstood

builders worked day and night on the

project.

- In those days it was a gigantic

scheme. The men worked in all weathers.

•Many of them collapsed from ex-

haustion. With inflation raging, no one

had enough to eat and the wages paid

were of little use.
1

Construction work was a non-stop

battle against the elements, with one

new technique after another being tri£d

out. The entire project broke new
ground as far ns civil engineers were

concerned.

Chief engineers Dr Hans Pfeifer and

Heinrich Bremer were daily confronted

with new problems and forced to aban-

don conventional, methods in favour of

new and more effective ideas. ..

On JO August 1923 unexpected floods

nearly put paid to the whole venture.

Torrents of water carried away all but

the foundations of construction work

carried out thus far.

, After the mopping-up operation work
was abandoned, at least for the winter

and maybe for good. But the newspapers
reminded the government that the Reich

had promised the islanders a railway

link with the mainland.

Wotk was resumed in spring 1924

and a number !of new ideas implement*
ed. Piles were driven across the shallows

as a breakwater^ to keep (he tides and
treacherous currents at bay. *

'
;

. Slowly but surely the evpbankrriervt

took shape. When it was completed it

Was Railed as a masterpiece if German
engineering and a tribute id German di-

ligence arid perseverance.

Fifty years have sine© elapsed and- thy
Jink between Sylt ynd ,

the- mainland ;has

tha waves: the Hindenburgdamm

,

(Photo: Wilhelm Daftxta

brought prosperity, much as .its edu-

cates forecast a century ago. Indeed,

continues to do so. -

The tourist trade has, however, assim

ed proportions the originators of lb<

idea would never have anticipated. Bj

commercial standards the North Sea ho-

lidny isle lias undoubtedly grown mon

attractive, more up-to-date and men

convenient in a multitude of ways.

.
• Karl-Heinz Reischuk

(Kloler Nachrlcliten, 28 May IMH

Bonn ‘worth

a visit’

TVt early everyone In Hu's countyM
Bonn Is worth a visit, an

conference, attended by 800 opic-

pollsters' told Bonn’s ObcrbOrgcrmt^

Hans Daniels.

Eighty-seven pw cent of a

lion of the general public reckoned

city is worth a visit, and 41 per cent di

so mainly with a tour of govemmw

buildings in mind.

Fourteen p^r cent were keen to W®

the city centre, including the pictures-

que Altstodt, ond thirteen per cent F
fancied the idea of walking by the

of the Rhine.

. A mere ten Per wnt °te altraC
'^J!

tjie pity by specific sights, such as n

.hoveri birthplace, while still fewer
^

.per, cent.-r are tempted by a glimpse

politicians at work or the Bundestag

session,

r,
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The two-wheeler is gaining

, m popularity

ij
1"!* 1M

. >?•<<'
I
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F or some time bicycles end two-

wheelers in general have been sell-

ing like hot cakes. What, envious com-
petitors wonder, are the reasons for the

boom? Why have cycling holidays and
moped tours suddenly grown fashion-

able?
'•

Manufacturers are at no loss for an

answer. Cyclists, they claim, want to get

off the beaten track. They recall the

carefree days when a bicycle was all they

hadj or are motivated simply by the de-

sire to keep fit.

i . Even the hoi idaystrode, &m(#wsingly<

catering for tourists on two wheels. For
holidaymakers who prefer to take a little

more luggage with them without over-

straining the calf and thigh muscles
there Is, moreover, the moped,

The average moped . cruises along at

between twenty and 25 jniles in hour at

140 miles per gallon. At many holiday

resorts you can pay more for a soft

drink than you do for a full moped tank'. 1

Cha-riha-cliri -3:1 win for

national team against Argentina

MlltfSteiV tbitfs of 'ino'ated (Sfftkjl

part bf Westphplio are fujly booKfd. :

,P6iitlcians: are ‘also keen' t0 ;^CP. 5
the bandwaggon, to mlk metap^

Cycle tracks are to be built within 8

dius -rof; twenty 1 miles'? of .Munich^

tli,ere. are'
1 similar plans for Augsbiu^F.

Nuremberg. -f)-f
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In the first three riloriths of tin* P;

two-wljeeler - sales
.
were up 28

.
pfi^-

on {he iarpei ;ia$V;yedr,'Mi.
rage ' figure" for retail stride o's

i:a
“*

was a mere nine peftaA,.*
More than one ijyjjlibjji

wheeled off the assembly lines- &

sWrSKaffl

With a year- to gotA the' World Cup
tournament iri Argentina this

^country’s soccer team, the reignjng

world champions, started their tour' of

South and Central America with a

heartening. 3: l defeat of Argentina in

Buenos Alresr

j

Before a packed house Klaus Fischer

beaded two balls into the opponents' net

and Bemd Httlzenbein made it three-nil

before the Argentinians, who were per-

fect in technique, but tended to go it

alone, managed to score their consola-

tion goal.

Four days later the team were due to

play Uruguay in Montevideo.

^
By and large the Federal Republic

team played one of their best games

since winning the World Cup three

years ago in Munich. The crowd were

quick to applaud good moves by the vi-

siting team.

In this first game of the South Ame-
rican tour the team delighted a crowd

that is used to good football by fighting

fast and furiously.

Overath calls it

a day

O n Whit Monday Cologne soccer star

Wolfgang Overath’s outstanding ca-

reer ended in anti-climax. “I am delight-

ed Cologne have won. That ia aU.L have
to say,” he commented iri Hanover after

watching the team win the replay of the

Federal Republic FA Cup final.

A fortnight after what, officially, had

been his final game as Cologne's captain

he would have been only too happy to

take home one last winner’s medal, but

coach Hennes Weisweiler had made it

clear the day before that Overath would
pot be playing.

: ‘There is no love lost between us. He
said I would not be playing, so I chose

to decline selection as a substitute,” the

33-year-old veteran of 81 games for his

jeountry noted. *.

i
Two days beforehand he was acclaim-

ed by well over 20,000 fans from his

home town but did not see the ball for

.the first six mmutes. There could be no
mistaking coach Weifweiler’s ruling that

•Heinz Flohe was to take over command.

I
In the replay Herbert Neumann, who

played in Overath’s place, was no better

and no worse than thr oldtimer, but

Wolfgang Overath has? now.retirwj for

good as far as this county
; He will, however, be taking part In

’

the club’s tour of Japan, “After $11 the,.,

’club have done fot mV including Jjhe’

testimonial '-gapiV it. Svas irty bounden'
J

duty to do so,” he says.
'

' • : 5 •

: But the Weisweiler saga Is over it far

ps Overath' goes. “We have, rtofiitol

more to say to one another.**

(LUbecker Nachrlchten, 1 Tpna 197?)

102,000, an increase of 36 per cent •

A number; of fouri$t Authorities ar- number of mopeds manufactured r
range touft+With all-in prices including
jbed, breakfast •aand- .the .^hire. ,of»

a

a third to 53,239. ^

Rolf Rflssmann of Schalke 04, ruta

ners-up in the Bundesligo, was in firsts

rate form and proved himself a mainstay

of the back division.

Schalke players had a field day among

the forwards too. Rtldiger Abramczyk

was In sparkling form reminiscent of his

illustrious predecessor "Stan” Llbuda;

while Klaus Fischer, who Scored two

goals, must surely have persuaded coach

Helmut Schttn that lie is the man to

take over from goal-scoring acc Gerd

MDUer.

On more than one occasion both Fis-

cher and Abramczyk were only stopped

in the last minute by ferocious tackling,

otherwise Argentina would surely have

lost by an even higher margin. ;

In midfield Bemd Htilzenbein ran for

all he was worth, eventually scoring the

third goal. Karl-Heinz Rummeniggc,

who was substituted for Erich Beer

towards the end of lire game, also show-

ed impressive speed and ball control.

Rainer Bonhof initially had trouble

with Vila, his opposite number, but

eventually got the better of him.

“At half-time 1 was worried that the

team might not be able to sustain the

pace. They hud had little time to accli-

matise, after all. They certainly did us

proud,” said assistant coach Jupp Dcr-

wall, who together with Helmut Schon

congratulated every player individually

after the final whistle.

“1 had expected an action-packed uf-

-temoon,
,,
sold goalie Bemd Franke, who

let in the first goal of his international

career, but his backs gave sterling ser-

vice.

Fullback Berti Vogts tired out both

opposing players who set out to mark

him, while Manfred Kaltz again staked

his claim to take over the customary

role of Franz Beckenbauer.

Bernhard Dietz had trouble with Ber-

toni, but in no way cut a poor figure. It

Liverpool star Kevin Keegan signing the contract for his transfer to Hamburg

(Photos tips)

was the first time the team had played

in this formation in midfield and the

forwards, but there were few signs of

misunderstanding.

On two occasions Psarella and goalie

Gatti only managed to stop Abramczyk

and Fischer by dint of blatant fouls. The
yellow card was rightly flashed at both.

Bernhard Dietz was also given a warn-

ing after a foul on Bertoni. “Bertoni was

a really tough customer. I was afraid of

going in hard because the referee was

forever blowing his whistle,” Dietz

commented on the man who was with-

out a shadow of doubt the Argentinians’

most dangerous forward.

“In good lime,’’ Argentinian coach

Luis Cesar Mcnotti ungrudgingly admit-

ted, “we have been taught a lesson in

modem football.”

Vet Argentina were by no means in

poor form. The weekend before they

trounced Poland 3:1.

There were some tough battles on the

field of play, but once the final whistle

went all was forgotten. Players swapped

jerseys.

"Good luck on the rest of the tour

and Auf Wiedersehen next year. You
have made good friends in Argentina,”

coach Menotti added.

(Ncue Ruhr Zeltung, 6 June (977)
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Klaus Ftehif heading

nfttchagaJntt Argentina
sftqrrlfot* country's first goal lit tha \

•V ; (Photo:
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‘Mighty Mouse’

Kevin Keegan

S
V Hamburg have signed Kevin Kee-

gan, captain of European Cup win-

ners Liverpool, for 2.3 million dcutsch-

marks, including his estimated earnings

over the two-year term of Hie Mighty

Mouse’s contract.

Hamburg, who won their European

Cup in Amsterdam, have also signed

Ivan Buljan of Hajduk Split. Bui Kevin

Keegan’s transfer is the most spectacular

and expensive ever negotiated by a

German club.

T am keen lo come to Hamburg and
already looking forward to the move. It

is an attractive city that reminds me of

London and 1 am sure the Hamburg
club are still going places," the 26-year-

old diminutive Merseyside star com-
mented.

In less than two hours Keegan agreed

on terms with Hamburg’s manager, Peter

KroJin, and treasurer Helmut Kallmann
in the twenty-third storey of a Hamburg
hotel. He then

1

went to the Hamburg
club’s doctor, Ulrich Mann, for a medio8

al. •/ ?

Keegan earned 120,000 deutschmarks

a year at .Anfield. He will be earning

roughly three times that in Hamburg,
j

,
Kevin Keegan has been capped 28

r
times for England and in the season

• f
thit has just drawn to a close captained

both England and Liverpool. !

Neither he nor Hamburg anticipate

any difficulties "iri 'acclimatisation,' al-

' though- Keegan will' be- the fixgt English

club player ever to transfer- to thli touri-

try. Kv v'.'.lf

Keegan is mainly at I

money. Soccer is; after

sion. “I rwikon
r
hp

.8houty
T

.fit H wi

says Hamburg’* captain, Petw Hbgly.
SV Hamburg whtf are

!

traftrigj# 50,00(1

.

marks M- Buljan, too. ata, to ;stay at the

top^nwrt'acasoft I{/j>OM& odding 'thd

league championship tri thelr tfbpfites. ]

•
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Ask for more Information:

J. G. Karl Schmidt & Co.
P.ioJ 6dx 100208 :

. ;

5650 Sollngen-Merectfold

West Germany

i 1

J.G. Karl

Expander Sport Bandages Deuser Band “Magic Rope’


